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Abstract
Massive deployment of connected vehicles (CVs) is now on the horizon, and
will undoubtedly introduce paradigm shifts to the transportation system. At
signalized intersections, CV can receive real-time traffic information from
roadside equipment (RSE) so that driver can be advised for safer driving,
while signal controllers can receive vehicle position and speed information for
more effective operation. Considering signalized intersections are often hot-
spots of traffic congestion and driver frustration, tremendous opportunities
exist to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of traffic signal operation
with CV data. However, due to the lack of real-world CVs, the benefit of CV
data for signal operation has yet been explored. This limitation has now been
partially overcome with the safety pilot model deployment (SPMD) project,
the world’s first large-scale CV deployment project with around 2,800 CVs.
Through leveraging the SPMD project, this dissertation is the first-ever
effort of analyzing large amount real-world CV data to improve traffic signal
system operation. Three innovative traffic signal applications are developed
to explore the benefit of CV data with low penetration rates. Firstly, to
xii
facilitate the deployment of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) systems at inter-
sections, a procedure is developed for automatic generation of intersection
map, a critical element of many CV applications. Using data from RSE, the
proposed approach can automatically estimate intersection geometry and
lane-phase mapping, and serve as a cost-effective alternative to prepare in-
put for RSE deployment. Secondly, to pave the way for detector-free signal
operation, an algorithm is developed for estimating traffic volumes with CV
data. This application could help reduce the dependency of traffic signals on
vehicle detectors, and would be particularly beneficial for signal operation.
Lastly, to explore the benefit of V2I communication for driving assistance, a
speed advisory system is proposed to help drivers reduce fuel consumption
when driving through intersections, using information from RSEs. An ef-
ficient algorithm is proposed based on Pontryagin’s maximum principle for
real time implementation.
With the three applications to improve traffic signal system in three dif-
ferent perspectives, the ultimate objective of this dissertation is to facilitate
development and deployment of CV-based traffic signal system in the near
future.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
With a number of large scale connected vehicle (CV) deployment projects
underway, ubiquitous presence of CVs is now on the horizon. This will un-
doubtedly introduce paradigm shifts to the transportation system. CVs are
vehicles equipped with dedicated short range communication (DSRC) de-
vices and can communicate with each other to exchange vehicle positions
and status. They can also communicate with roadside equipment (RSE) de-
ployed at the road infrastructure to receive situational awareness information
that may not be detected by on-board sensors. With the Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication, drivers can be
better informed of surrounding environment for safer and more efficient driv-
ing. Considering its potential to improve safety and mobility performance as
well as reducing environmental impact of the vehicular traffic, the CV tech-
nology is considered a critical part of next generation transportation system
2[2].
At urban intersections, CV systems introduce both opportunities and
challenges to traffic signal systems. With V2I communication, CV can re-
ceive real-time traffic signal information and advise drivers of safer and more
fuel-efficient driving, e.g., red light violation warning or eco-driving advi-
sory. At the same time, traffic signal controllers can receive real-time vehicle
position and speed information and have better estimation of overall traffic
condition, so that traffic signals can be operated more effectively. Consid-
ering signalized intersections are frequent hot-spots of traffic congestion and
driver frustration, causing 295 million vehicle-hours of delay occurred an-
nually [3], significant potential exists for CV-based traffic signal system to
improve efficiency and effectiveness of intersection operation.
However, despite the promise held by CV systems, their benefits for im-
proving signal operation have yet been explored. Thus far, existing efforts
only focus on the concept demonstration through simulation experiments,
because of the lack of CVs and relevant data in the real world. This limita-
tion has now been partially overcome by the safety pilot model deployment
(SPMD) project, the world’s first large-scale CV deployment project with
around 2,800 vehicles outfitted with DSRC devices.
Through leveraging the SPMD project, this dissertation is the first-ever
effort of analyzing large amount real-world CV data to improve traffic signal
systems. Three innovative traffic signal applications are developed to ex-
plore the benefits of CV under a low penetration rate environment. Firstly,
3to facilitate the deployment of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) systems at in-
tersections, a procedure is developed for automatic generation of intersection
map. Secondly, to pave the way for detector-free signal operation, an algo-
rithm is developed for estimating traffic volumes with data from CVs. Lastly,
to explore the benefit of V2I communication for driving assistance, a speed
advisory system is proposed to help drivers reduce fuel consumption when
driving through signalized intersections based on information received from
RSEs. With the three applications for improving CV-based traffic signal
system in three different perspectives, the ultimate goal of this dissertation
is to facilitate both development and deployment of CV-based traffic signal
system in the near future.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Connected Vehicle Technology
The concept of vehicle connectivity started with the Automated Highway
System (AHS) program in the early 1990s. The objective of AHS program
was to achieve safer and more efficient driving based on the concept that
vehicles could be guided by highway infrastructure through in-pavement sen-
sors, instead of being driven by human drivers [4]. However, due to the deficit
in federal research funds and concerns on the feasibility of full scale AHS ap-
plications, in 1997, US Department of Transportation (USDOT) decided to
shift the focus to vehicle based safety system and introduced the Intelligent
4Vehicle Initiative [5]. In 2005, the Vehicle Infrastructure Integration (VII)
program was announced to develop standardized V2V communication and
V2I communication for safety and mobility applications [6]. Over the last
several years, the development and standardization of vehicular communica-
tion technology has gradually matured for commercialization, exemplified by
the publication of IEEE 802.11p and 1609.x standards, as well as SAE J2735
DSRC dictionary set.
More recently, substantial progress has been made for the deployment of
the CV technology. In USDOT’s ITS 2015-2019 strategic plan, “realizing
connected vehicle implementation” is listed as one of the two primary strate-
gic priorities, with a focus on adopting and deploying CV systems in large
scale [7]. Along with the strategic plan, active deployment efforts have also
been funded. A major milestone is marked by the completion of the SPMD
project, the first large-scale CV deployment project implemented in the City
of Ann Arbor, Michigan. With around 2,800 vehicles equipped with DSRC
devices, the project successfully demonstrated the applicability of V2V and
V2I communication technology, as well as CV based safety applications. In
2015, three additional CV pilot deployment projects were awarded by the US-
DOT, with sites located in New York, Florida and Wyoming [8]. Columbus,
Ohio, the winner of the $40 million Smart City Challenge, also announced
plans of implementing CV technology in city fleets, transit vehicles and in-
tersections to improve traffic flow efficiency and safety [9].
To facilitate the deployment of CV technology and further improve traffic
5safety, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
has announced the rule-making intent for mandating CV technology on all
light-duty vehicles [10]. At the same time, auto manufacturers are also
actively developing and implementing the CV technology, exemplified by
the announcement from General Motors (GM) that V2V technology will be
equipped in Cadillac by 2017 [11]. With both public and private sectors pac-
ing aggressively for the deployment of CV technology, there is no doubt that
ubiquity of CVs are just around the corner.
1.1.2 Traffic Signal System
Traffic signal system has been in operation since its invention in the mid-
19th century. The first traffic signal appeared as a mechanical semaphore
operated manually in 1800s [12]. The first electric traffic light, consisting of
red and green lights, was installed in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1914. It was later
extended by adding yellow lights in 1920. In 1923, the fixed-time traffic light
was invented by Garrett A. Morgan [13]. Since then, the fixed-time traffic
signal has become the basic form of modern traffic signal systems.
After the invention of fixed-time traffic signals, two important compo-
nents were introduced into the traffic signal operation: vehicle actuation and
coordination. In order for traffic signal to respond to demand fluctuation,
vehicle detector, as well as vehicle-actuated traffic signal, were invented. The
first vehicle detector consisted of a microphone mounted near utility pole for
the detection of horn sounds from vehicles. The system was first installed
6in Baltimore in 1928. Shortly after, the pressure sensor was invented to de-
tect vehicle presence using two metal plates as electrical contacts buried in
pavement [14]. After 30 years of wide use, the pressure sensor was later re-
placed by loop detectors, the most common traffic detectors nowadays. On
the other hand, the concept of signal coordination was proposed in 1917 with
the first installation in Utah, consisting of 6 signal lights that were electrically
connected [15]. These two components, vehicle actuation and coordination,
complete the basic form of modern traffic signal system.
Over the decades, extensive research has been conducted on the optimiza-
tion of traffic signal timing parameters. Early studies were primarily concen-
trated on parameter optimization for fixed-time signal control [16, 17, 18, 19,
20]. Later on, along with the increasing implementation of demand respon-
sive signal control, numerous studies were conducted to optimize parameters
for vehicle-actuated signals [21, 22, 23, 24]. More recently, with the avail-
ability of high-resolution traffic signal data, attention was drawn to estimate
intersection performance measures [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
Nonetheless, research in data mining for traffic signal operation is still in its
infancy. Substantial work is needed for the development of analysis tools to
help traffic engineers improve signal operation [30].
Today, over 300,000 traffic signals exist in the U.S, accounting for $82.7
billion public investment [3]. Signalized intersections have become indispens-
able parts of the transportation networks, with two-thirds of urban vehicle
miles traveled on signal controlled roads [36]. Traffic signal has also be-
7come one of the main causes for driver frustration [37]. With shrinking
funding and resources nowadays, maintaining efficient traffic signal opera-
tion becomes more and more challenging for traffic management agencies.
According to the National Traffic Signal Report Card, the traffic signal op-
eration was graded as D+ in 2012 [3]. Significant room exists to improve the
practice of signal operation.
1.2 Fundamentals of V2I System at Signal-
ized Intersections
To set the stage, here, we will discuss several important types of communica-
tion messages used in the V2I system, and also briefly introduce the SPMD
project as well as the data collected in the project.
1.2.1 Communication Messages used in V2I Systems
The illustration of a typical V2I system at an signalized intersection is shown
in Figure 1.1. The hardware components at infrastructure mainly include
traffic signal devices and the RSE. The RSE connects with a signal controller
to obtain traffic signal information, and broadcast two important types of
messages to CVs: MAP messages and Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) mes-
sages, for geometry information and signal information, respectively. At the
same time, the CVs broadcast the Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) containing
8information of vehicle position and speed to their surrounding CVs as well as
to RSEs. Besides of the three types of messages, there are also other types of
messages used in CV system, such as Road Side Alert message or Traveler In-
formation messages. Considering their infrequent use at intersections, these
messages will not be discussed in this dissertation. The three frequently used
messages will be briefly introduced in the next. For details of the messages,
readers are referred to [38].
DSRC
DSRC
BSM:      Basic Safety Message
SPaT:     Signal Phase and Timing
DSRC:   Dedicated Short Range Communication
RSE:      Roadside Equipment
RSE
Traffic SIgnal
Figure 1.1: Illustration of V2I system
9BSM Message
The BSM message is the most important message broadcast by CVs, indicat-
ing “here I am” information to other CVs and RSEs. The data elements in the
BSM mainly include time, position, motion, braking status, and vehicle size
as the required elements. The position information includes Latitude, Lon-
gitude, Elevation and position accuracy of the vehicle location. The motion
information includes speed, heading, steering wheel angle and acceleration of
the vehicle. Optional data elements in the message include: safety extension
elements such as path history and path prediction, and vehicle status such
as wiper state and traction control state.
MAP Message
The MAP message contains the information of lane-level geometry map of the
intersection. The core data elements of the MAP message are shown in Figure
1.2. There are three levels of information in the MAP message, organized
hierarchically: intersection level, approach level and lane level. Elements
in the lane level are the most basic, including information of vehicle lanes
regarding lane width, allowable vehicle maneuvers, and a node list indicating
the centerline positions of each lane. The information in the MAP message
provides the basic location input for many V2I applications.
10
MAP Intersection Approach Lane
LaneNumber
LaneWidth
NodeList
  
Figure 1.2: Core elements of MAP message
SPaT Message
The SPaT message conveys traffic signal status information, with the inter-
section state as the key data element in the message. The elements of the
intersection state include: intersection ID, status of signal controller, time,
and movement state as the required data elements, as well as priority state,
preempt state and regional extension as the optional data elements. Among
the required data elements, the movement state is the most important ele-
ment, consisting of data entries of signal group ID and traffic signal status.
The signal group ID maps lists of vehicle lanes to their corresponding signal
light, so that traffic signal status can be correctly associated to vehicle lanes
in the MAP messages. The mapping between vehicle lanes and signal phases
is also termed as the lane-phase mapping. In the movement state, there are
also optional data entries such as descriptive name of the intersection, and
advisory speed for driving. In this dissertation, we primarily utilize the data
entries of time, signal group ID and signal status, in our analysis.
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1.2.2 The SPMD Project and CV Data
One of the major milestones of CV technology deployment is the recent com-
pletion of the SPMD project, the first large-scale CV deployment project in
the world. The SPMD project was conducted by the University of Michigan
Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) for evaluating operation appli-
cability of CV technology in a real-world, concentrated environment, and
also for quantifying the benefits of CV safety applications and user accep-
tance. In the project, since August 2012, UMTRI has equipped about 2,800
vehicles with DSRC devices and deployed RSEs at 27 locations including 19
intersections. An illustration of RSE deployment in the project is shown in
Figure 1.3. For more details of the SPMD project, readers are referred to
[1, 39].
Figure 1.3: Deployments of RSEs in the SPMD project (source: [1])
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In the SPMD project, four different types of vehicle-based devices are
used: vehicle awareness device (VAD), aftermarket safety device (ASD),
retrofit safety device (RSD) and integrated safety device (ISD). Of these four
types of devices, VAD can only broadcast BSM, but cannot receive DSRC
messages. ASD, RSD and ISD all can broadcast and receive DSRC messages
simultaneously. In addition, RSD or ISD in a vehicle is connected to the
vehicle data bus, and thus can access information from in-vehicle sensors,
while VAD and ASD can only obtain GPS data. In the deployment, about
2,500 CVs were equipped with VADs, and about 300 CVs were equipped with
ASDs, with around 80 CVs using either RSD or ISD [1].
A number of different types of data are collected and archived in the
UMTRI database, since 2012. For vehicle-based devices, BSM data that
were broadcast are all archived, as well as the received BSM data by ASD,
RSD and ISD. For RSE, SPaT messages that were broadcast are archived,
as well as received BSMs. The illustration of data from the SPMD project is
shown in the following. Sample data are also available at the Research Data
Exchange1.
BSM messages received by RSEs
A sample of BSM data received by a RSE is shown in Figure 1.4. Only
1 FHWA Research Data Exchange: www.its-rde.net
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a subset of data fields are used in our investigation, including device ID of
a RSE (RxDevice), device ID of a CV sending the BSMs (TxDevice), GPS
position and speed of the CV, and timestamp when the BSM was received
by a RSE.
Figure 1.4: Sample BSM data received by RSEs
SPaT message broadcast by RSEs
A sample of SPaT data is shown in Figure 1.5. Here, only a portion of
the data fields in the SPaT are used, including: timestamp when a message
was generated, signal phase ID and signal status.
Figure 1.5: Sample SPaT data broadcast by RSEs
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1.3 Research Scope and Contributions
As we discussed above, CV technology holds great potential to revolutionize
the traffic signal system. With CVs in the traffic stream, traffic signal sys-
tem can rely on CVs self-reporting their status for traffic demand estimation,
without using fixed location detectors. In this way, the signal control system
would be less sensitive to frequent detector failures or errors, and be operated
with higher reliability. For example, even if a small number of CVs fail to
communicate with RSE, the signal control system can still obtain informa-
tion from the rest of CV fleet for traffic demand information. In contrast,
for a detector-based signal system, if a detector fails at one approach, then
there is no other alternative for the signal system to obtain traffic demand
information.
Despite the great potential of the V2I systems, substantial research gaps
exist to improve traffic signal system with CVs. Although numerous studies
have proposed adaptive signal control algorithms based on CV data, most
of the proposed signal control algorithms focus on scenarios with relatively
high CV penetration rates, e.g., 25%. The high penetration rate may not be
achieved in the near future. Under a low penetration rate environment, how
to utilize CVs for signal operation remains an open question. Moreover, these
studies are primarily based on simulated CV data which cannot fully cap-
ture characteristics of real-world system, e.g., communication performance.
Therefore, the proposed algorithms may not be transferable to real-world
15
implementation. In addition, many CV applications relies on MAP messages
and Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) messages from RSE for the informa-
tion of intersection geometry and signal status. However, few studies have
addressed the problem of how to prepare these messages. Considering the
number of existing traffic signals in the US, the preparation of these messages
would be particularly challenging with large scale deployment.
To fill in these research gaps, in this dissertation, we aim at developing
innovative applications using CV data at signalized intersections. Consider-
ing CV system deployment is still in its early stage, we focus on data-driven
approaches that can leverage CV data with low penetration rates. Three
different applications will be developed according to three different aspects
of CV-based traffic signal systems. An overview of the three applications is
shown in Figure 1.6.
16
1. Automatic Map 
Generation
2. Detector Free 
Signal Operation
3. Eco-Driving 
Advisory
1. Picture source: https://www.edmonton.ca/
2. Picture source: Synchro
3. Picture source: BMW
Figure 1.6: Overview of the applications for CV-based traffic signal system
In the first application, a procedure is developed for automatic generation
of intersection map, which is a critical element of many CV applications.
Using data from RSE, the proposed procedure can automatically estimate
intersection geometry and lane-phase mapping. Therefore, it could serve as a
cost-effective alternative of conventional manual survey approach to prepare
data input for RSE deployment. Therefore, it could be of significant help to
the deployment and maintenance of RSEs at signalized intersections.
In the second application, an algorithm is developed for estimating traffic
volumes with data from CVs under a low penetration rate. In the proposed
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approach, we model the vehicle arrivals as time-dependent Poisson arrivals
to account for signal coordination, and formulate the likelihood function
for the volume estimation. An Expectation-Maximization (EM) procedure
is derived for solving the estimation problem. With the estimated volume
information, this application could help reduce the dependency of traffic
signals on vehicle detectors. Therefore, the proposed application would be
particularly beneficial to improve the current practice of signal operation,
and also build the foundation for the development of the detector-free signal
operation.
In the last application, a speed advisory system is proposed to help
drivers reduce fuel consumption when driving through signalized intersec-
tions. The proposed system leverages the historical driving data to obtain
acceleration/deceleration characteristics of drivers as well as fuel consump-
tion characteristics of a vehicle. Using these information, an efficient algo-
rithm is proposed based on Pontryagin’s maximum principle so that it can
be implemented on-board in real time. Through leveraging V2I communica-
tion, this applications could help promote more fuel-efficient driving of the
vehicular traffic.
Overall, by analyzing data from the SPMD project, this dissertation is
the first-ever effort of leveraging large amount of CV data for traffic signal
systems in the real world. By aggregating historical data and extracting
relevant information contained in CV trajectories, the proposed applications
are advantageous to accommodate existing CV systems with low penetration
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rates. With the three proposed applications, this dissertation could be of
significant help to facilitate both development and deployment of CV-based
traffic signal system in the near future.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the appli-
cation of using CV data for automatic generation of intersection map. The
algorithm for estimating geometry of approaches and lanes will be presented,
with evaluation results based on benchmark data from Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) surveys. The algorithm for lane-phase mapping estimation
will also be presented with a case study.
Chapter 3 presents the application for volume estimation at signalized
intersections. The derivation of likelihood function for the estimation will be
described. Two case studies will be presented: one using CV data from RSEs,
and the other using GPS trajectory data from navigation service users.
Chapter 4 presents the application for eco-driving advisory with V2I in-
formation. We will first present the problem formulation, and then illustrate
the derivation of the solution algorithm based on the Pontryagin’s maxi-
mum principle (PMP). For evaluation, a case study based on data from a
participant in the SPMD project will also be presented.
Finally, conclusions and future research are summarized in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Intersection Map Generation
2.1 Introduction
For many CV applications at intersections, one crucial element is an ac-
curate representation of road segments (i.e., a location map). Only with
accurate maps, CV can be aware of its position in the driving environment
and properly generate warnings to the drivers. In the SAE J2735 standard
for DSRC message set dictionary, location maps are conveyed in the MAP
message, one of the basic messages broadcast by a roadside equipment (RSE)
[40, 38]. To prepare MAP messages, the conventional approach would rely
on manual surveying which is time consuming and costly. Considering ap-
proximately 300,000 intersections exist in the U.S [3], the manual surveying
approach could be challenging for large-scale deployment of V2I systems. The
high costs also prevent the MAP from being updated frequently and could re-
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sult in outdated information in the messages. As a consequence, availability
and performance of CV applications could be compromised. Clear needs ex-
ist for more efficient approaches to generate and maintain intersection maps
for CV systems.
To fulfill this need, this chapter presents an innovative approach to au-
tomatically estimate intersection map information using BSMs received by
RSEs. Our estimation will focus on estimating lane information including
allowable maneuvers and lane centerline geometry, which are the most im-
portant parts of MAP messages. In essence, the proposed approach will first
identify directions of approaches of an intersection and estimate centerline
geometries of the approaches. Then, for each approach, the number of traf-
fic lanes, allowable vehicle maneuvers and centerline geometries of different
lanes will be estimated. In addition to the geometry map estimation, a pro-
cedure is also proposed to automatically estimate lane-phase mapping, i.e.,
the mapping between traffic movements and lanes with traffic signal phases,
using BSMs together with signal status data. This lane-phase mapping as-
sociates MAP messages and Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) messages at
intersections, and is vital for signal-aware CV applications at intersections,
e.g., red light violation warning. With the potential to reduce labor costs of
preparing infrastructure related messages, the proposed procedure could be
helpful for deploying and maintaining CV systems in the near future.
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2.2 Relevant Work
The presenting work lies within the literature on using GPS traces for es-
timating traffic network maps, which has emerged over the last two decades
thanks to the increasing availability of GPS units. Overall, existing method-
ologies can be categorized into 3 main types.
The first type of algorithms focus on refining an existing map with GPS
data. Schroedl et al. proposed a procedure to refine an existing map us-
ing GPS traces from differential GPS units [41]. First, raw GPS data were
filtered based on GPS signal availability or quality, and then projected to
existing road segments with a map matching method. In [42], GPS data
were first smoothed by a 2D Gaussian smoother and then used to refine ex-
isting road segments with spline curve fitting. Zhang et al. proposed to first
characterize road geometries from an existing map with sequential, perpen-
dicular lines, then segment and merge GPS traces with the existing map [43].
Baier et al. proposed the MapCorrect system that collected GPS traces from
cellphones to correct or validate an existing map [44]. Torre et al. applied
a Hidden Markov Chain based map matching algorithm to identify missing
segments of an existing map and then estimated these missing segments cor-
respondingly [45]. Similarly, in the CrowdAtlas system [46], data were first
partitioned based on location proximity and direction similarities into point
clusters. Then, a polygonal principal curve algorithm was used to extract the
centerline of road in each cluster. Restricted by their dependence of existing
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maps, these approaches are more suitable for map refinement rather than
map generation.
The second type of algorithms generate density images using GPS points
and then apply image processing techniques to extract road geometries. Chen
et al. proposed to first generate binary images for GPS locations, and then
applied morphological operation to process the binary images into nodes of
road [47]. Then, a post process was performed to remove redundant nodes
and to connect nodes for generating graph for the network. Instead of binary
images, Shi et al. proposed to generate density images similar to energy
contours and then extract skeleton to form a road network [48]. Steiner &
Leonhardt applied a Gaussian kernel to process raw GPS data, then used
a watershed transformation to generate the map [49]. This type of algo-
rithms have advantages for generating maps using data with low sampling
frequencies. However, the lane-level accuracy is often compromised.
The third type of algorithms apply clustering techniques for map gener-
ation and are the ones that inspire the procedure proposed in this chapter.
Generally, the idea is to first cluster GPS data based on locations or head-
ings and then estimate nodes in each cluster for road geometries. Worrall
& Nebot proposed to segment GPS data into sequential clusters based on
similarity of headings, and then link clusters based on distances, bearing and
heading difference to complete the road graph [50]. Jang et al. proposed
to first separate targeted regions into grid cells, and then aggregate data
within each cell into nodes which are later connected as links [51]. In [52],
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they assigned artificial “forces” to raw GPS points based on locations and
relative distance, and then merged the points based on these forces into road
segments. In [53], nodes of road segments were first estimated by incremen-
tally merging GPS points. Then, a constrained optimization problem was
formulated to link road points as a graph for the network. Karagiorgou &
Pfoser proposed to first identify intersections based on turnings and locations
of GPS trajectories, and then connect these intersection nodes for links [54].
Li et al. also developed an incremental approach for map estimation [55].
They first segmented GPS traces into small trajectories based on distance
and time difference between consecutive GPS points, and then incrementally
merged the trajectories to estimate road geometries.
Overall, several limitations exist in the aforementioned studies restricting
their applicability of generating map for the CV systems. First, the focuses
of the approaches are mostly on estimating the topology of a road network
in relatively large scales, and are not suitable for estimating lane-level map
with high accuracy required by CV systems. While some efforts also focus on
identifying number of lanes and lane positions [56, 57, 58], their applicability
is limited due to dependence on knowing the network topology. Additionally,
in the existing studies, data are mostly from probe vehicles with substantially
different sampling rates and coverage than CV data received by the RSEs.
Lastly, none of the existing research has tackled the problem of estimating
lane-phase mapping, an indispensable piece of information associating lanes
geometries with traffic signals. This application intends to address these
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limitations.
In this application, by extending the existing clustering based approaches,
an innovative procedure is developed to estimate lane-level intersection map
for CV systems using BSM received by the RSE at an intersection. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt of using real-world CV data
to generate map for V2I systems. In this way, MAP messages in the RSEs
could be generated or updated in a timely manner.
2.3 Investigated Intersections for Map Gen-
eration
For the map generation, we primarily utilize CV data received by RSEs
in the SPMD project. Among the deployed intersections from the SPMD
project, five intersections are selected for investigation in this research. The
illustration of the selected intersections is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of selected intersections
As shown in Figure 2.1, different intersections are selected including 4-arm
intersection, T intersection, etc. These 5 intersections could be considered as
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proper representatives of typical traffic intersections. At these intersections,
three types of data are prepared: 1. BSMs received by RSEs; 2. Signal
status; and 3. Reference map as the ground truth of the estimation. To
obtain the reference map, a high-resolution LiDAR survey was conducted to
obtain geometries of the 5 intersections. The LiDAR system uses laser light
for detection and has the capability to measure both range and intensity of
light return, thus combining advantages of both radar and vision detection
systems. With these advantages, the LiDAR system can be used to detect
road edges as well as lane markers accurately [47, 59, 60]. In the field survey
system, the LiDAR system is integrated with differential GPS to generate
point lists of GPS coordinates for lane geometries. Accuracy of 0.06 foot
(0.02m) can be achieved by the survey system [61]. The illustration of the
reference maps is shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of reference MAP form field survey
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2.4 Estimating Intersection Geometry
The proposed procedure consists of three main steps: 1. Pre-processing
step, 2. Geometry estimation step, and 3. Post-processing step, shown in
Figure 2.3. The pre-processing step cleans raw GPS data using a geofence
and then categorizes vehicle trips based on their traveling directions and
trip movements, e.g., northbound through movement or westbound left-turn
movement. After the vehicle trips are categorized, step 2 is to aggregate
GPS points of trips based on the movement, then estimate the geometry of
a driving path for each movement, and then centerline positions of different
lanes along each driving path. Finally, step 3 estimates the stop bar location
for each lanes and organizes the geometry data to be compatible with the
MAP message format.
Figure 2.3: Three steps for estimation procedure
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Pre-processing Step: Data Cleaning and Trip Catego-
rization
In the pre-processing step, data are first cleaned use a geofence defined
as a square with the RSE at the center and 0.01 units extension (roughly
780 m) for both latitude and longitude. Then, to identify the directions of
approaches entering or exiting from the intersection, the root square distance
(RS-Distance) between a CV and the RSE is defined based on their GPS
coordinates as:
d
(j)
i =
√
(x(j)i − xr)2 + (y(j)i − yr)2 (2.1)
Where d(j)i is the distance of i-th GPS point of CV trip j to the RSE at
an intersection; x(j)i , y
(j)
i are the latitude and longitude of the GPS point;
and subscript r denotes RSE.
Based on the RS-Distance, next, a circle with the RSE at the center can
be defined as the “intersection center area”. The radius of the circle, rc, is
selected that the circle is large enough so that entering and exiting points of
CVs on different approaches are sufficiently far from each other, but not too
large that CV trips entering and exiting the circle are insufficient.
The illustration of the circle is shown in Figure 2.4, using data sample
from Int. Green & Plymouth. In the figure, the red mark indicates the
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position of the RSE and the purple circle indicates the intersection area.
The blue points are GPS points of CVs from BSMs received by the RSE. A
sample CV trip is also shown, depicted by the red, yellow and green lines,
representing the 3 portions of the trip: approaching, traversing, and leaving
the circle, respectively.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the circle for intersection center area
Based on the intersection circle, two sets of data (entering set and exiting
set) are prepared. The entering set includes the first point of a CV entering
the intersection circle for each CV. The exiting set includes the last point of
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a CV before it leaves the circle. The two sets are expressed as:
Uen =
{[
x
(j)
ien , y
(j)
ien
]
|ien = min
{
i|d(j)i ≤ rc
}
, ∀j
}
Uex =
{[
x
(j)
iex , y
(j)
iex
]
|iex = max
{
i|d(j)i ≤ rc
}
, ∀j
}
Points in both sets are further clustered into different groups representing
different vehicle approaches. For clustering, the K-Means method is used,
considering its simplicity [62]. The results for Int. Green & Plymouth are
shown in Figure 2.5. In the figure, the red and green points are entering and
exiting points, respectively. For both entering and exiting points, four groups
are identified corresponding to four approaches of the intersection, labeled
as 1-4 clockwise.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of clustering the entering and exiting points
After clustering, CV trips are categorized according to the group of their
entering points and exiting points. For an intersection with N approaches,
trips can be categorized into N × (N − 1) groups, excluding U-turn trips. In
the example in Figure 2.5, trips are grouped into twelve categories. These
categories are labeled as “N in, M out” category, where N is the group ID of
an entry point of the trip, and M is the group ID of an exit point of the trip.
For example, “2 in, 1 out” indicates CVs that enter through Group 2, and
exit through Group 1, which represents westbound right-turning (WB-RT)
trips in Figure 2.5.
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Trajectory Estimation: Path Centerline Geometry and
Lane Position Estimation
Estimating Path Centerline Geometry
After trip categorization, step 2 is to estimate path and lane geometry.
For each category, the GPS data are aggregated to estimate the approach (or
driving path) centerline geometry. Based on the intersection circle, each trip
is divided into 3 segments for approaching, traversing, and leaving the circle,
respectively. Approach geometry are then estimated according to the three
segments. In specific, for each segment, data are grouped into bins based
on accumulated distance from either the entry point or the exit point. The
illustration is shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Illustration of calculating accumulated distance and grouping
data based on distance
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Then, for GPS data in each bin, mean values weighted by speed are
calculated as node points of the approach trajectory. The calculation is
expressed as:
x¯m,k =
1∑
(i,j)∈Ωm,k v
(j)
i
∑
v
(j)
i x
(j)
i , y¯m,k =
1∑
(i,j)∈Ωm,k v
(j)
i
∑
v
(j)
i y
(j)
i (2.2)
Where m is the index of an approach, k is the index of data bin, v(j)i is
the speed of i GPS data point of trip j, Ωm,kis the set of index (i, j) of GPS
points in k data bin of m approach. x¯m,k, y¯m,k are the estimated coordinates
for the node point of the approach path.
The calculation aims at placing greater weight on data points with higher
speed for CVs more likely traveling on main approaches, so that the impact of
data on driveways or in parking lots nearby, typically with low speed, could
be reduced. The calculation is repeated for each bin for all three parts of the
driving path to obtain path geometry of each trip category. The illustration
is shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Estimating path trajectory based on weighted mean
Estimating Number of Lanes and Centerline Positions
Next, we estimate number of lanes on the path and the centerline positions
of the lanes. Along the path geometry, we estimate the relative shift of lane
position to the path geometry. An illustration of lane position estimation
is shown in Figure 2.8. The histogram on the right in Figure 2.8 shows
the distribution of vehicle positions in the local coordinate system. The
histogram shows two peaks indicating positions of the lane center-line. The
procedure here aims at estimating the number and positions of these peaks.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of estimating lane position
We first take a slice of data vertical to the path geometry, and then trans-
form the data into individual local coordinates in which the vertical axis is
the shift of CV position to the center of the approach. The coordinate trans-
formation is performed as follows: we first find the slope θi of the vehicles’
travel direction of k-th slice from the approach geometry, as:
θm,k = arctan
{
y¯m,k+1 − y¯m,k
x¯m,k+1 − x¯m,k
}
+ pi2 (2.3)
Then, we calculate the coordinate transformation matrix:
Mm,k =
 cos θ sin θ− sin θ cos θ
 (2.4)
The vehicle location in the local coordinate system is calculated as:
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 xˆm,k(i)
yˆm,k(i)
 = Mm,k ×
 xm,k(i)− x¯m,k
ym,k(i)− y¯m,k
 (2.5)
Where
 xˆm,k(i)
yˆm,k(i)
 is the transformed location in the local coordinate
system of a GPS point.
The number of lanes is determined based on the “spread” of vehicle lo-
cations, i.e., difference between maximum and minimum value [57]. The
calculation of spread Sm,k is expressed as:
Sm,k = max (Xm,k)−min (Xm,k) (2.6)
Where Xm,k = (xˆm,k(1), xˆm,k(2)...)
Then, the following criteria is used to determine the number of vehicle
lanes, Nm,k. The threshold is determined based on visual inspection of a
small number of data samples with known lane numbers. Here, we assume
at most 3 lanes exist on an approach. The assumption could be relaxed with
additional configurations without difficulty.
Nm,k =

1 if Sm,k ∈ (0, 4.5× 10−5]
2 if Sm,k ∈ (4.5, 7.5]× 10−5
3 if Sm,k ∈ (7.5× 10−5,+∞)
(2.7)
Based on the number of lanes, we utilize the K-mean clustering to esti-
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mate the position of the individual lanes.
Post-process: Stop Bar Location Identification and Lane
Combination
After lane positions are estimated, the last step is to organize the esti-
mated data to be compatible with MAP message format. Here, the key is
to identify the stop bar location so that the path trajectory can be divided
into ingress lanes and egress lanes. Here, the focus is on ingress lanes which
are mandatory in the MAP message [38]. Estimation of egress lanes is left
for future investigation.
To identify stop bar locations, we only consider points of centerline geom-
etry inside the intersection circle as possible locations. Of these points, the
one with minimum speed is selected as the stop bar location. The illustration
is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of estimating the stop bar location
Based on the stop bar location, the ingress lane portion is retrieved from
the path trajectory. Then, lane positions in adjacent bins are connected along
the driving path to form lane centerline geometries. We assume that number
of lanes will not increase upstream, i.e., maximum number of lanes exists at
the stop bar location. Then, starting from the stop bar, lane positions at
adjacent bins are connected upstream, based on the following equation:
I∗(m, i) = arg min
m
√
(xm,i − xm,i−1)2 + (ym,i − ym,i−1)2 (2.8)
Where I∗(m, i) is the index of lane position in bin i-1 that will be con-
nected to n lane position of i bin.
However, cases exist that number of lanes are different over two adjacent
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bins and decrease upstream. In these cases, lane positions with maximum
distance to the adjacent bin are not connected. After connecting the node
points together, finally, a local regression smoothing is applied to reduce
outliers in the lane centerline geometry.
2.5 Evaluation of Geometry Estimation
2.5.1 Measurement of Accuracy
This section presents results of the accuracy evaluation by comparing the
estimated map with the reference map. The comparison is conducted at two
levels. The first level compares the structure of an intersection regarding the
number of lanes for each approach and the vehicle movement. The second
level compares the difference in individual lane centerline geometries between
the estimated map and the reference map.
Two types of measurements are used, one for the average accuracy and the
other for the worst accuracy, of the estimations. The first measurement is the
Mean Distance of node points between estimated lane centerline geometries
and surveyed lane centerline geometries. The second measurement is the
Max Distance of node points between estimated lane centerline geometries
and surveyed lane centerline geometries. The max distance is also called the
Hausdorff Distance [63]. The calculations are:
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Mean Distance : Dmean(Xa,Xb) =
1
na
∑
Xa∈Xa
{
min
Xb∈Xb
{fd(Xa, Xb)}
}
(2.9)
Max Distance : Dmax(Xa,Xb) = max
Xa∈Xa
{
min
Xb∈Xb
{fd(Xa, Xb)}
}
(2.10)
Where Xa, Xb indicate collections of node points for lane centerline ge-
ometries of the estimated and surveyed map. Xa = (xa, ya),Xb = (xb, yb),
denoting GPS coordinates of node points. na is the number of node points
in an estimated map. fd(·) is the function calculating the distance between
two GPS points, using the Haversine formula [64] as:

fd (Xa, Xb) = 2R× arcsin
√
h
h = sin2
(
xa−xb
2
)
+ cos (xa) cos (xb) sin2
(
ya−yb
2
)
Where R is mean radius of earth, as 6,371 km.
2.5.2 Evaluation of Accuracy for Selected Intersections
The estimated maps and reference maps are shown in Figure 2.10 for the
selected intersections. In the figure, red dots indicate the estimated geome-
tries of lane centerline and yellow curves for the surveyed geometry. Overall,
most of the estimated lane geometries match well with the surveyed lane
geometries. There are still several limitations with the estimated maps. For
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Int. Fuller & Cedar Bend, the proposed procedure correctly identifies the
lanes for WB and EB through movement, but fails to identify the rest of the
lanes. This is because there are insufficient trips entering/exiting the SB ap-
proach, which is a small driveway. Also, the NB approach contains the access
to a parking lot. The CV trajectories collected from this approach scattered
widely within the parking lot and could not be used to identify traffic lanes.
As a consequence, only the WB and EB approaches are estimated from the
data.
For Int. Plymouth & Traverwood, the NB approach is incorrectly iden-
tified as a 1-lane road instead of a 2-lane road. This is most likely because
that the lane markers of the NB approach is blurred and would confuse the
drivers. For Int. Plymouth & Green and Int. Washtenaw & Huron, the right-
turn lanes of the SB approach are also not identified, mainly due to a lack
of data for the right-turn traffic for the approach at these two intersections.
In these cases, manual corrections are needed to obtain final maps.
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(a) Int. Fuller & Cedar Bend
(b) Int. Plymouth-Traverwood (c) Int. Plymouth- Nixon
(d) Int. Plymouth-Green (e) Int. Washtenaw-Huron
Figure 2.10: Estimated map and reference map for selected intersections
The results of evaluations are summarized in Table 2.1. The first level
evaluates the estimated number of lanes for each movement of the intersec-
tion. The second level evaluate the accuracy of the estimated lane geometry
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for each successfully identified lane.
In the table, a yellow cell indicates that this is a false identification of
the number of lanes for a movement. The number outside the bracket is
the number of lanes incorrectly identified, and number in the bracket is the
correct number of lanes. For lane geometry accuracy, each cell shows an
accuracy measurement for each of the lanes, ordered from the leftmost lane
to the rightmost lane. The value outside the bracket is the mean distance
(Dmean) of node points between the estimated geometry with the surveyed
geometry, while the value in the bracket is the max distance (Dmax), based
on Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.10.
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Performance Measure WB NB EB SB 
Int. Fuller & Cedar Bend 
 Intersection Structure 
LT lane 0(1)* N/A 0(1) N/A 
Through lane 2 N/A 2 N/A 
RT lane 0(1) N/A 0(1) N/A 
LT, through shared 0 N/A 0 N/A 
RT, through shared 0(1) N/A 0(1) N/A 
LT, RT shared 0 N/A 0 N/A 
Accuracy of Estimated Geometry 
of Lane Centerline Distance (unit: m) 
0.4 (1.9)** N/A 0.4 (1.2) N/A 
0.4 (1.1) N/A 1.2 (2.4) N/A 
Int. Plymouth & Traverwood 
Intersection Structure 
LT lane 0 N/A 1 1 
Through lane 2 N/A 2 0 
RT lane 1 N/A 0 1 
LT, through shared 0 N/A 0 0 
RT, through shared 1 N/A 0 0 
LT, RT shared 0 N/A 0 0 
Accuracy of Estimated Geometry 
of Lane Centerline Distance (unit: m) 
0.8 (3.3) N/A 0.2 (0.4) 1.5 (2.2) 
0.7 (1.1) N/A 0.2 (0.6) 0.7 (1.3) 
N/A 0.2 (0.9) 
Int. Plymouth & Nixon 
Intersection Structure 
LT lane 1 1 1 1 
Through lane 2 1 2 1 
RT lane 1 1 1 1 
LT, through shared 0 1(0) 0 0 
RT, through shared 1 1 1 1 
LT, RT shared 0 0 0 0 
Accuracy of Estimated Geometry 
of Lane Centerline Distance (unit: m) 
0.9 (1.3) 0.5 (1.4) 0.3 (0.7) 0.5 (0.7) 
1.0 (2.1)  0.2 (0.6) 0.6 (0.9) 
1.2 (1.7)  0.8 (1.7) 
Int. Plymouth & Green 
Intersection Structure 
LT lane 1 1 1 2 
Through lane 2 1 3 2 
RT lane 1 1 1 0(1) 
LT, through shared 0 0 0 1 
RT, through shared 0 0 1 0(1) 
LT, RT shared 0 0 0 0 
Accuracy of Estimated Geometry 
of Lane Centerline Distance (unit: m) 
0.6 (0.9) 0.2 (0.4) 0.4 (1.0) 0.2 (0.5) 
0.5 (1.0) 0.3 (0.7) 0.2 (0.6) 0.5 (1.7) 
0.3 (1.1) 0.4 (0.5) 0.7 (1.3) 0.8 (1.9) 
1.1 (1.7) 1.3 (1.9) 
Int. Washtenaw & Huron 
Intersection Structure 
LT lane 1 2 1 2 
Through lane 2 2 2 2 
RT lane 1 1 1 0(1) 
LT, through shared 0 0 0 0 
RT, through shared 1 1 1 0(1) 
LT, RT shared 0 0 0 0 
Accuracy of Estimated Geometry 
of Lane Centerline Distance (unit: m) 
0.4 (0.9) 1.4 (3.2) 0.4 (1.1) 0.5 (1.7) 
0.8 (2.3) 0.8 (1.7) 0.6 (0.9) 0.2 (0.4) 
0.2 (0.8) 0.3 (0.8) 1.2 (1.5) 0.3 (0.7) 
1.0 (1.7) 0.6 (1.1) 
False Identification 
*estimated No. of lanes (True No. of lanes); ** Dmean (Dmax);
Table 2.1: Comparison of intersection structure and accuracy for selected
intersections.
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As shown in the table, the mean distances between the estimation and
reference map are from 0.2 to 1.5 m, while max distances from 0.5 to 3.3 m.
Figure 2.11 further shows histograms for the mean distances and the max
distances of all identified lanes. The average of mean distances,Dmean, for
all estimated lane geometries is 0.6 m, and the average of the max distances,
Dmax, is 1.3 m. Moreover, 90% of Dmean are within 1.2 m, and 90% of
Dmax within 2.2 m.Considering that the accuracy of common GPS devices
from 1-3 m [65] and the observation that in our investigation vehicle GPS
position could deviate from the lane centerline as much as 3 m, the average
accuracy of the estimated lanes for 0.6 m is encouraging. In addition, the
accuracy on average is well below typical lane width of 3.6 m, and the worst
estimations are mostly within reasonable accuracy. This would indicate the
potential of using the estimated map for navigation or driving assistance in
CV applications.
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Mean Distance (m) Max Distance (m)
Average 0.6 1.3
90 Percentile 1.2 2.2
Figure 2.11: Summaries of mean distances and max distances
2.5.3 Discussion regarding Estimation Errors
To further interpret the estimation errors, two factors need to be considered.
One factor is the different geodetic systems used in the Geo-referencing survey
system and the CV system. Currently, two geodetic systems are mostly used
for localization: World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) and North America
Datum 1983 (NAD83). WGS84 is an Earth-centered Earth-fixed geodetic
system, which is not fixed to any tectonic plate. NAD83, however, is fixed to
the North American Tectonic plate. Due to the tectonic forces of Earth, in
WGS84, the coordinate references of the North American tectonic plate will
move gradually, while the coordinate references in NAD83 will remain static.
Therefore, the WGS84 and NAD83 will gradually shift from each other over
time, or after severe events of tectonic motion (e.g., an earthquake). In
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Geo-referencing surveys, the NAD83 are mostly used so that the surveyed
coordinates will not shift over time, while commercial GPS units use WGS84
Datum. In this work, the CV data are based on WGS84. However, the
reference MAP obtained from Geo-referencing survey is based on NAD83
and then transformed to WGS84. The coordinate transformation between
the two geodetic systems may result in limited accuracy of the surveyed map.
The second factor is the impact from pavement condition on driver’s
driving. To avoid driving on the cracks of the road, the drivers may choose
not to drive along lane centerline defined by lane markers, but rather remain
on part of lane with better pavement condition. In the tested intersections
along the Plymouth Road, it is observed that drivers tended to drive on the
left part of certain lanes, due to pavement cracks at right half of the lanes.
Correspondingly, the estimated lane trajectories also deviate from the lane
centerline to the left. This would indicate that additional caution should
be taken when applying the proposed estimation procedure with presence of
pavement cracks.
2.6 Estimating Lane-Phase Mapping
The lane-phase mapping indicates the allowable vehicle movements for traffic
signal phases at the intersection, with an example shown in Figure 2.12.
Currently, the lane-phase mapping can be only retrieved from the signal
timing plans manually. Here, the objective is to develop an automatic process
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as an alternative to the manual approach, thereby reducing the labor costs
in the process. For simplicity, we only focus on 4-arm intersections operating
NEMA signal settings, and assume right-turn movement is permitted at all
approaches with rest movements being protected.
Figure 2.12: Illustration of lane-phase mapping
Assuming that BSM data from the RSEs and signal status data are avail-
able, the problem of estimating lane-phase mapping can be stated as follows:
Given a sequence of starting time of green and red signal of different
phases, as:
{Gi,1, Ri,1, Gi,2, Ri,2. . . , Gi,n, Ri,n. . . } , for i = 1, 2, . . . , Ns
Where G, R denote starting time of the green and red signal, respectively.
Subscript i denotes signal phase ID, n for the index of signal cycles, and Ns
is the total number of the signal phases. For simplicity, we treat yellow signal
as part of green.
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The time instances when CVs travel through the intersection can be cal-
culated from the CV trajectory data, as:
{Aj,1, Aj,2. . . , Aj,m, . . . } , for j = 1, 2, . . . , Nv
Where A is the time when a CV passed the stop bar. Subscript j is for
movement ID, e.g., EB through movement; m for the index of CV arrivals;
Nv for the total number of vehicle movements at a selected intersection.
Denoting the set of associated vehicle movements for signal phase i as
S(i):
S(i) = {j|movement j is allowed during phase i}
The objective is to estimate the probability that a vehicle movement j is
allowed with signal phase i, P (j ∈ S(i)) based on observed CV data, hence
identifying the best estimator of S(i).
To do so, it is assumed that a small likelihood, pr, exists for CVs passing
a stop bar during red signal either due to red light running or data errors,
and also only one signal phase is associated with one and only one movement.
For initialization, we use a uniform prior probability that a movement j is
equally associated with any signal phases, expressed as:
P (j ∈ S(i)) = 1
Ns
, for i = 1, 2, . . . , Ns, j = 1, 2, . . . , Nv
For brevity, we define an indicator denoting whether a vehicle passed the
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stop bar during green of a selected phase, as:
I ij,m =

1 if Aj,m∈[Gi,k, Ri,k]
0 O.W.
Where k is the index of signal cycle when CV arrived, i.e., k = min j|Aj,m≥Gi,k .
For all CV arrivals of a selected movement, we have the sequence for arrivals
as:
Iij =
{
I ij,1, I
i
j,2..., I
i
j,Nv
}
With the observations, we can calculate the posterior distribution of lane-
phase mapping based on the Bayes theorem, as:
P
(
j ∈ S(i)|Iij
)
=
P
(
Iij|j ∈ S(i)
)
× P (j ∈ S(i))
P (Iij)
∝ P
(
Iij|j ∈ S(i)
)
(2.11)
With the red light running probability pr, we have:
P
(
Iij|j ∈ S(i)
)
= (1− pr)Ngpm−Ngr
Where Ng =
∑
kI
i
j,k, denoting the total number of green arrivals.
Overall, the posterior probability of a particular lane-phase mapping can
be expressed as:
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P
(
j ∈ S(i)|Iij
)
∝(1− pr)Ngpm−Ngr ∝ Ng ln(1− pr) + (m−Ng) ln pr (2.12)
We use the maximum a posteriori probability estimate, i.e., the one max-
imizing total green arrivals, as the estimator of lane-phase mapping. Based
on this formula, next, we consider signal sequences compatible with NEMA
signal conventions for a typical 4-arm intersection. To do so, we first asso-
ciate main phase groups with movement groups for the two crossing roads,
and then associate individual signal phase in each main phase group.
Associating Phase Groups with Movement Groups
The first step is to identify two main phase groups for the two crossing
roads, referred as the main-street group and the side-street group. The road
with larger through volume is indicated as the main street and the other
as the side street. Then, we identify signal phases associated with the two
groups, respectively. First, we would identify two barrier phases of which
the barriers are at green start of the phases. Two conditions are checked to
identify applicable barrier phases: 1. between two applicable break points,
at most 2 signal phases of a ring exist; 2. at the green start of the barrier
phases, no other phases are in active green. The illustration is shown in
Figure 2.13. In the figure, phase 1 and 5 or phase 3 and 7 are applicable
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pairs of barrier phases. Phase 2 or 6 are not applicable as phase 6 and 1
can be in green together. Afterwards, we combine signal phases between
the barriers as phase groups and combine traffic movements on each road as
movement groups.
Figure 2.13: Illustration of barrier phase
To estimate association between phase groups and movement groups, we
calculate the joint probability for the combined phases and arrivals:
P
(
j1 = S(1), j2 = S(2)|I1j1, I2j2
)
∝ N˜g ln(1− pr) + (m− N˜g) ln pr (2.13)
Where (j1, j2) = (1, 2) or (2, 1), and 1, 2 are indexes for the groups. Nˆg
is the total green arrivals for a selected group association.
Based on the formula, we iterate all applicable pairs of barrier phases and
identify the ones with the highest joint probability to find the best associa-
tions.
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Associating Individual Phase with Movement in Each
Group
After the phase groups and movement groups are associated, we associate
phases with movements in each group. If there are 4 signal phases in a
phase group between the identified barriers, then 8 possible combinations
exist, shown in Figure 2.14a. If there are only 2 phases, then 4 possible
combinations exist, shown in Figure 2.14b. For each combination, we can
calculate its joint probability:
P (j1 = S(i1) , j2 = S(i2), . . . , |I1j1 , I2j2 , . . . )∝Nˆg ln(1− pr) + (m− Nˆg)Ln(pr)
(2.14)
Where i1,i2. . . are the signal phase IDs for a selected combination, and
j1,j2. . . are movement IDs of the combination, and Nˆg is the total green
arrivals of the combination.
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(a) 4 phases in a group
(b) 2 phases in a group
Figure 2.14: Possible combinations of phases and movements
2.7 Case Study for Lane-Phase Mapping Es-
timation
We select Int. Green & Plymouth to test the proposed procedure for lane-
phase mapping estimation. The intersection geometry and ring-and-barrier
diagram are shown in Figure 2.15. We use data collected during the afternoon
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peak hour, 3:00 PM to 7 PM, for 2 weeks from 09/01/2015 to 09/15/2015.
In the figure, the vehicle movements are indexed by the ID of input-output
approaches of the movement path. For example, “1-4” indicates movement
entering through approach 1 and leaving through approach 4, i.e., WB right-
turn movement. Here, the objective is to infer allowable vehicle movements
for each signal phases, so that we can associate signal phases with the geom-
etry map.
Figure 2.15: Intersection layout and ring-and-barrier diagram
For illustration, the signal sequence data are aggregated as green prob-
ability on time in signal cycle, shown in Figure 2.16a. This intersection is
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currently operating SCOOT adaptive signal control system, and does not
hold a fixed cycle clock. For simplicity, we select the start of phase 2 as the
start of signal cycles. Total arrivals of CVs for each movement are shown in
Figure 2.16b.
(a) Probability of green on time in cycle for different phases
(b) Total arrivals of CV on time in cycle for different movements
Figure 2.16: Illustration of data used for lane-phase mapping
Using this data, we first identify the phase groups and movement groups
and associate the groups. Based on the criteria for barrier identification,
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phase 2 (or phase 5) and phase 3 are applicable pair for barrier phases.
Hence, we group phase 1, 2, 5 and 6 as phase group 1, phase 3 & 4 as the
phase group 2. For vehicle movements, we group movement (1-3,1-2, 3-1,3-4)
as movement group for EB-WB trips on Plymouth road, and movement (2-4,
2-3, 4-2, 4-1) as the other movement group. Since more traffic are observed
traveling on Plymouth Road (63.5% of all traffic), we indicate movement
(1-3, 1-2, 3-1, 3-4) as the main-street movement, with the rest movement as
the side-street movement.
For associating groups, two possible combinations exist: 1. phase group 1
(phase 1, 2, 5 & 6) for main-street movement, with phase group 2 (phase 3 &
4) for side-street movement, and vice versa. For simplicity, in the calculation
of likelihood, we assume green arrival probability as 0.9, indicating 0.1 red
light running probability. For the two combinations, the corresponding log-
likelihoods are shown in Table 2.2. Apparently, association 1 with higher
log-likelihood is the best estimate, colored in red in the table. Therefore, we
associate phase group 1 for the main street, i.e., phase 1, 2, 5, and 6 for the
Plymouth Road, and group 2 for the side street, i.e., phase 3 & 4 for Green
road.
Combination ID Green Arrival Red Arrival Log-Likelihood
1 221 56 -66.1
2 30 247 -248.4
Table 2.2: Log-Likelihood for associating main phase group with main move-
ment
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Next, we associate individual movement and signal phase in each phase
and movement group. There are 4 phases in phase group 1, thus 8 possible
combinations exist, shown in Figure 2.14a. For each combination, the corre-
sponding log-likelihoods are shown in Table 2.3a. Here, the combination 3
is the best estimate for associating phases in main phase group 1. As there
are 2 phases within the group, then 4 possible combinations exist. Based
on the table, the combination 4 is the best estimate for associating phases
in main phase group 2. The selected combinations are all consistent with
the associations obtained from signal timing plans. That is, the lane-phase
mapping has been correctly estimated at this intersection using the BSM and
signal status data.
Combination ID Green Arrival Red Arrival Log-Likelihood
1 150 148 -154.9
2 0 298 -298.0
3 287 11 -24.1
4 137 161 -167.3
5 101 197 -201.6
6 170 128 -135.8
7 103 195 -199.7
8 172 126 -133.9
(a) Log-likelihood for lane-phase mapping for main phase group 1
Combination ID Green Arrival Red Arrival Log-Likelihood
1 42 149 -150.9
2 0 191 -191.0
3 127 64 -69.8
4 169 22 -29.7
(b) Log-Likelihood for lane-phase mapping for main phase group 2
Table 2.3: Log-Likelihood for lane-phase mapping for each main phase group
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2.8 Chapter Summary
In this research, a new approach is developed to automatically generate in-
tersection map using BSMs received by the RSEs. The proposed approach is
applied for estimating map information at five intersections from the SPMD
project. The estimated maps are then compared with surveyed maps ob-
tained from highly accurate LiDAR surveys, to evaluate the accuracy of the
proposed approach. Overall, encouraging results are obtained for the pro-
posed approach, with some limitations of the estimation. Using 1-month
BSM data collected at each of the intersections, the estimation approach
correctly identify the most of the intersection structure regarding number of
lanes for different movements. However, five out of 48 lanes are not correctly
identified for the selected intersections. The miss-identification would be pri-
marily due to the lack of CV data in these lanes. For the identified lanes, the
accuracy of estimated lane geometries is 0.6 m on average, with the majority
(90%) of the estimation under 1.2 m. The accuracy of the worst estimations
is 1.3 m on average, with majority (90%) within 2.2 m. The accuracy on
average is well below the typical lane width of 3.6 m, while the worst estima-
tions within each lane geometry are also within reasonable accuracy, which
would indicate the potential of using the estimated map for CV applications.
In addition to map estimation, the estimation of lane-phase mapping
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is also investigated using signal status data and BSM data. A simple-yet-
effective procedure is developed for the estimation by matching vehicle de-
partures with traffic signal status, i.e., maximizing green departures. A case
study is conducted using data from one of the five intersections for analy-
sis. For the selected intersection, the proposed procedure is able to correctly
associate vehicle movements to all applicable signal phases, confirming the
validity of the lane-phase mapping estimation.
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Chapter 3
Traffic Volume Estimation at
Signalized Intersections
3.1 Introduction
Recent advent of CV introduces great opportunities of reforming the con-
ventional traffic signal operation. Currently, many traffic signals in the U.S.
are still fixed-time signals, which are not responsive to fluctuated traffic de-
mands. For traffic signals to accommodate varying demands, vehicle detec-
tors, e.g., inductance loop detectors or video detectors, need to be installed
and maintained properly. This inevitably incurs significant cost for the pub-
lic agencies. With the vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, CVs
can continuously report their status to roadside equipment (RSE) at inter-
sections, working as mobile sensors. Therefore, CVs hold great potential to
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reduce or even eliminate the needs for fixed-location detectors in the existing
signal systems. When penetration rates are low, the CV data could be used
to generate performance measures for fine-tuning traffic signals periodically.
When penetration rates are high, it becomes viable to operate adaptive signal
control that solely depends on CV input.
Considering these potentials, deploying V2I systems at signalized inter-
sections has been an important part of CV pilot deployment, exemplified by
the installation of RSEs at intersections in the Safety Pilot Model Deploy-
ment (SPMD) project [66], the upcoming CV pilot deployment [8], as well
as in the Smart City development [9] supported by the US Department of
Transportation (USDOT). Along with the deployment efforts, a number of
CV-based signal control algorithms have also been proposed. However, the
signal control algorithms proposed in the previous studies mainly focus on
scenarios that penetration rates of CVs reach certain levels, e.g., 25%, which
may not be feasible in the near future. In addition, most of the existing stud-
ies rely on simulated data which may not capture real-world characteristics
of CVs, e.g. communication performance or GPS accuracy. Therefore, the
proposed algorithms may not be transferable to the practice. How to uti-
lize real-world CV data under low penetration rate environment to improve
traffic signal operation remains as an open question.
Aiming to answer this question, this work develops an innovative ap-
proach that uses data from CVs to estimate traffic arrivals at signalized in-
tersections, particularly under low penetration rate environment. It has been
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well known that traffic volumes are the very key inputs to designing and opti-
mizing traffic signal operation. In conventional signal systems, vehicle arrival
information can only be obtained from detectors at fixed locations. Different
from the detector data, CV data provide detailed trajectories, albeit from
a small percentage of vehicles. The comparison is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The challenge here is to estimate overall arrival information using limited
CV trajectories.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of CV data versus detector data
In this application, the above challenge will be addressed through lever-
aging historical CV data and the repetitive patterns of vehicle arrivals at
signalized intersections. In the proposed algorithm, vehicle arrivals at in-
tersections are modeled as a time-dependent Poisson process with a time
dependent factor characterizing arrival types. For volume estimation, an
expectation maximization (EM) procedure is derived that can incorporate
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different types of CV trajectories. To evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm, two case studies were conducted: the first case study uti-
lized real-world CV data received by a RSE in the SPMD project; the second
case study utilized vehicle trajectory data from users of a route navigation
service. To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first attempt of
exploring real-world CV or GPS trajectory data under low penetration rate
environment for volume estimation at signalized intersections. Our ultimate
goal is to use CV data to develop a detector-free signal control system in the
future.
3.2 Relevant Work
Traffic signal control with CVs has captured substantial attention in the
past several years. Many existing studies focus on developing real-time traffic
signal control with CVs, through either extending signal actuation mechanism
or minimizing vehicle delay based on a traffic model [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72,
73, 74, 75]. However, most of the proposed adaptive signal control algorithms
require high penetration rates of CVs, e.g., 25%. Such high penetration rates
may not be achievable in the near future. A notable exception is [76] which
conducted a proof-of-concept study using CV data in a low penetration rate
environment for optimizing signal coordination. However, the data used in
[76] were sampled from fixed location vehicle detectors so vehicle trajectories
were not used in their study. The problem of estimating traffic volume from
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vehicle trajectories, which is a fundamental input for signal operation, is also
not tackled.
On the other hand, with increasing availability of GPS data from cell
phones and navigation units, substantial efforts have been carried out for
traffic state estimation using vehicle trajectory data. Exemplified by the Mo-
bile Century project [77, 78, 79], a large group of existing studies used GPS
data to estimate traffic speed and travel time [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87].
Recently, several studies have also been conducted for real-time queue length
estimation at signalized intersections. These approaches can be grouped into
two main categories, one based on a probabilistic approach and the other
using shockwave theory. Comert and his colleague derived analytical ex-
pressions of conditional probability of queue length based on the probability
of observing probe vehicles in a queue [88, 89, 90]. Hao et al. proposed a
Bayesian Network based model for estimating the probability of probe vehicle
positions in vehicle arrivals [91, 92]. Another category focuses on applying
the shock-wave theory by [93, 94] for queue length estimation with vehicle
trajectory data. Cetin proposed a procedure for queue length estimation
with over-saturated traffic conditions by identifying critical points of traffic
shockwave [95]. Christofa et al. proposed a procedure to detect queue spill-
back using trajectory data with signal status information at both subject
and upstream intersections [96]. Li et al. proposed a data fusion procedure
for queue length estimation, leveraging data from both probe vehicles and
loop detectors [97]. Sun & Ban applied the variation formulation of traffic
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flow model by [98] for reconstructing all vehicle trajectories based on probe
vehicle data [99]. Their key idea was to obtain flow information based on
probe vehicle speeds, assuming that arrivals between two probe vehicles were
uniform.
In the aforementioned studies, the primary focus is on estimating real-
time performance measures at isolated intersections. However, estimating
traffic volumes, which are critical for offline optimization of signal operation,
has yet been studied. This work aims to fill in this gap. We believe that the
proposed methodology would be an important building block of utilizing CV
or vehicle trajectory data for traffic signal re-timing, and eventually achieving
detector-free signal operation in the future.
3.3 Methodology for Traffic Volume Estima-
tion
In order to estimate traffic volume, our basic idea is to take advantage of
vehicle arrival information in vehicle trajectories. The arrival information can
be reflected from the status whether a vehicle stopped or not. An example
is shown in Figure 3.2. In the figure, CV1 passed the intersection with a
stop and CV2 without a stop. Then, based on CV1’s stopping position or
departure time, we can calculate number of vehicles queuing in front of it.
For CV2, we know that the vehicle queue is not long enough to impact CV2.
In other words, the upper bound of possible vehicle arrivals between CV1
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and CV2 can be calculated. By combining these arrival information from
vehicle trajectories, volume of overall vehicle arrivals can be estimated.
Regular 
Vehicle
Connected 
Vehicle (CV)CV1
CV2
Figure 3.2: Illustration of vehicle arrival information in trajectories
The inputs to our estimation algorithm include vehicle trajectories ap-
proaching to an intersection as well as traffic signal status. For a CV trajec-
tory, the information being utilized includes its projected arrival time with
free flow speed at the stop bar tf,i , its departure time at the stop bar td,i, the
type of event indicating whether a CV stopped or not si, and the subscript
i as the index of the event. For each CV trajectory, we have the following
vector:
Xi = (tf,i, td,i, si)T
For CV without a stop, the projected arrival time at stop bar is equal to
the departure time, as: tf,i = td,i. For a CV with a stop, we can estimate its
projected arrival time tf,i as:
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tf,i = ts,i +
yi
vf
(3.1)
Where ts,i is time when the CV came to a stop, yi is the distance of its
stopping position to the stop bar, and vf is the free flow speed.
To incorporate signal information, we also treat the red signals as a type
of events. Here, we assume that no residual queue exists at the start of red
signal. With this assumption, we only focus on estimation with non-saturated
traffic conditions, leaving estimation with over-saturated traffic conditions in
our future research. For each red signal, we have the following vector:
Xj = (tf,j, td,j, sj)T , with tf,j = tr,j, td,j = tg,j
Where tr,j is the time of red start for cycle j, and tg,j for green start.
Here, sj is set as -1, indicating that this event is corresponding to a red
signal. Denoting red signal as an event is for the ease of data processing
so that we can calculate inter arrival period between arrivals of CVs and
starting time of red signals easily.
These two vectors constitute the main input to the estimation process
presented in the next section.
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3.3.1 Modeling Traffic Arrivals as a Time-Dependent
Poisson Process
During a selected Time of Day (TOD) period, we assume that traffic arrivals
follow a time-dependent Poisson process with an arrival rate of λp(t(c)). Here,
t(c) indicates time within a signal cycle, the superscript (c) indicates that the
time is measured using a signal clock, λ denotes the mean arrival rate, and
p(t(c)) is the time dependent factor proportional to the arrival rate at t(c),
i.e., the fraction of total arrivals at t(c) over the entire signal cycle. In traffic
engineering literature, Poisson process is a common choice to model traffic
arrivals at intersections. The additional assumption that arrival rates are
dependent on the time in a signal cycle is to account for impacts from signal
coordination with which mean arrival rate could not be treated as a constant.
Defining N(t1, t2) as the accumulative number of arrivals from time t1 to
t2, we have:
N(t1, t2) ∼ Poisson (Λ(t1, t2))
Where Λ(t1, t2) =
∫ t2
t1 λp (C(t)) dt = λ
∫ t2
t1 p (C(t)) dt, and C : t → t(c),
mapping the time of a day, t, to time in signal cycle clock, t(c).
By aggregating CV trajectories, we can calculate the time dependent
factor p(t(c)) based on the following equation.:
p(t(c)) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
I{C(tf,i) = t(c)} (3.2)
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Where I{C(tf,i) = t(c)} is an indicator that is 1 if the projected arrival
time is t(c), and 0 otherwise, and N is the total number of CV trajectories.
For the ease of data processing, we discretize time with 1-sec interval.
Given the Poisson arrival process, the likelihood function for observing
all valid CV trajectories can be formulated by taking advantage of the inter-
arrival time and the corresponding number of non-CV arrivals between two
consecutive CV trajectories received at RSE. As mentioned earlier, two types
of CV trajectories are considered: 1. CV trajectory with a stop at an inter-
section, and 2. CV trajectory that traverses the intersection without a stop.
Between the projected arrival times of two stopped CVs, or between the
projected arrival time of one stopped CV and the start of a red signal, the
number of non-CV arrivals can be calculated based on the CVs’ departure
time. If a CV without a stop is observed, then queues at intersection, if ex-
ist, are not long enough to affect the non-stopped CV. Thus, the maximum
number of vehicle arrivals before the CV can be calculated. Illustrations
of the two types of CVs are shown in Figure 3.3, along with notations for
calculation later on.
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tf,i+1
tf,i
ny,i
ny,i+1
CV w/ stop
td,i
td,i+1
Regular Vehicle
(a) CV with a stop
tf,i
tf,i-1
ny,i-1
nz,i
CV w/o stop
td,i-1
(td,i=tf,i)
(b) CV without stop
Figure 3.3: Illustrations of two different types of CV trajectories
We further define G(ti, tj) as the effective green time from time ti, to
tj. For each CV trajectory, we can calculate the probability of occurrence
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according to the following cases:
Case 1. If si = 1, si−1 = −1 or 1, indicating a CV trajectory with a
stop is observed after red start or after the arrival of another stopped CV,
we have:
N(tf,i−1, tf,i) = ny,i, N(tf,i−1, tf,i) ∼ Poisson (λPy,i)
Where ny,i =
⌊
G(td,i−1,td,i)
hs
⌋
, denoting the number of departures during
the inter-arrival period [tf,i−1, tf,i], hs is the saturated headway, and Py,i =
Λ(tf,i−1,tf,i)
λ
=
∫ tf,i−1
tf,i p (C(t)) dt, denoting accumulated time dependent factor,
for simplifying notations. The subscript y denotes that the observations are
for stopped CVs. The illustration is also shown in Figure 3.3a.
Case 2. If si = 2, si−1 = −1 or 1, indicating a CV trajectory without a
stop is observed after red start or after a stopped CV. Accordingly, we have:
N(tf,i−1, tf,i) ≤ nz,i, N(tf,i−1, tf,i) ∼ Poisson (λPz,i)
Where nz,i =
⌊
G(td,i−1,td,i)
hs
⌋
, Pz,i = Λ(tf,i−1,tf,i)λ =
∫ tf,i−1
tf,i p (C(t)) dt. The
subscript z denotes that the observations are for non-stopped CVs. The
illustration is also shown in Figure 3.3b.
Besides these two cases, two other cases of trajectories also exist: 1.
stopped CV arriving after a non-stopped CV in the same cycle, and 2. non-
stopped CV arriving after another non-stopped CV, also in the same cycle.
For the first case, the stop of the CV would not be caused by queues or red
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signal, but likely by other factors, e.g., mid-block entry of other vehicles. For
the second case, after the arrival of a non-stopped CV, we know that the
queues must have been cleared and the rest of CVs in the same cycle would
travel with free-flow speed. The trajectory therefore does not provide useful
information for volume estimation. Accordingly, both cases are considered
as invalid or trivial observations, and are not used in the estimation.
Based on the discussion, the likelihood of observing all valid CV trajecto-
ries can be calculated with the following equation, with Y as the collection
of observations for all stopped CVs, and Z for all non-stopped CVs.
L(Y, Z|λ) =
n∏
i=1
{
(λPy,i)ny,ie−(λPy,i)
ny,i!
}
m∏
j=1
{nz,i∑
k=0
(λPz,i)nz,ie−(λPz,i)
nz,i!
}
(3.3)
Now, we can estimate λ for the traffic volume using maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE). However, due to the summation inside the product op-
eration in Equation 3.3, it is difficult to obtain a closed form of the MLE.
Instead of seeking for a closed form, we use the Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm for the estimation.
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3.3.2 Estimating Parameter Using Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM)
The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is an iterative procedure to
find the MLE mostly suitable when unobserved or partially observed vari-
ables exist. The EM algorithm consists of two main steps: the E-step and the
M-step. The E-step calculates the conditional expectation of unobserved or
partially observed variables based on initialized parameters, and the condi-
tional expectation of the likelihood. Then, the M-step searches for an optimal
update of the parameters through maximizing the likelihood. The two steps
are iterated until updates converge. For the details of the EM algorithm, in-
terested readers are referred to [100]. In our case, CV trajectories with stop
provide direct information of number of arrivals, while trajectories without a
stop only provide information of upper bounds of the number of arrivals, i.e.,
partial information. Considering this, the EM algorithm would be a proper
choice for our estimation.
For the E-Step, denoting n˜z,i as the true value of accumulated number
of arrivals by time tz,i corresponding to a CV trajectory without a stop, we
have the log-likelihood for the complete data sequence as:
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LLc =
n∑
i=1
ln p(ny,i|λPy,i) +
m∑
i=1
ln p(n˜z,i|λPz,i)
=
n∑
i=1
[
ln (λPy,i)
ny,ie−λPy,i
ny,i!
]
+
m∑
i=1
[
ln (λPz,i)
n˜z,ie−λPz,i
n˜z,i!
]
=
n∑
i=1
[ny,i (ln λ+ lnPy,i)− λPy,i − lnny,i!]
+
m∑
i=1
[n˜z,i (ln λ+ lnPz,i)− λPz,i − ln n˜z,i!] (3.4)
Then, the expectation of the log-likelihood can be expressed as:
Q(λ|λ(s)) = E(LLc|λ(s)) = C +
n∑
i=1
[ny,i ln λ− λPy,i] +
m∑
i=1
[nz,i ln λ− λPz,i]
(3.5)
The conditional mean of the unobserved variable nz,i is given by:
nz,i|nz,i, λ(s) =
nz,i∑
k=0
k
(λ(s)Pz,i)k
k!∑nz,i
l=0 l
(λ(s)Pz,i)l
l!
(3.6)
Finally, in the M-step, by setting the derivative of Q(λ|λ(s)) with respect
to λ as zero, we have an equation for updating λ, as:
λ(s+1) =
∑n
i=1 ny,i +
∑m
i=1 nz,i∑n
i=1 Py,i +
∑m
i=1 Pz,i
(3.7)
Equation 3.6, Equation 3.7 complete the EM iteration for the estimation.
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3.3.3 Overall Processing Procedure
The overview of the processing procedure is shown in Figure 3.4. First, the
GPS data associated with an interested approach and signal phase will be
selected during a particular time period, and converted to longitudinal data
along the road, i.e., time-space trajectories. Then, the time-space trajecto-
ries are aggregated based on the signal status. With the aggregated data,
we can calculate the time dependent factor, similar to the cyclic profile gen-
erated from vehicle detectors [76, 25]. The time dependent factor is then
used together with vehicle trajectories to estimate traffic volumes. Finally,
the time dependent factor and traffic volumes can be used to reconstruct
overall traffic arrivals including both connected and non-connected vehicles,
for further use in traffic signal operation.
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Data Input: Traffic Signal Status Data, 
Trajectory GPS data, Intersection Map
Time Dependent 
Factor Estimation
EM Iteration for 
Volume Estimation
Traffic Signal Evaluation
Data Aggregation 
with Signal Cycle
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ChenGuang Rd.
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Processing Procedure
+ +
Figure 3.4: Overview of data processing procedure
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3.4 Case Studies
To evaluate the proposed estimation algorithm, two case studies were con-
ducted. The first case study utilized CV data received by a RSE in the SPMD
project. The second case study utilized GPS data from users of a naviga-
tion service. These two types of data essentially contain similar information.
However, data from CV are in 10 Hz sampling frequency while data from
navigation devices are in 1 Hz frequency. Also, the studied intersection in
the first study was controlled by the SCOOT adaptive signal system, while in
the second case study, the intersection was controlled by a fixed-time signal.
3.4.1 Case 1: Using CV Data from a RSE
In the first case study, the analysis is conducted using CV data from Inter-
section Plymouth Rd. & Green Rd., one of the intersections deployed with
a RSE in the SPMD project. The data used were received from 04/25/16
to 05/13/16 at the intersection. Sample data have been shown in Figure ??
earlier in Chapter 2. Note that, only data from Monday to Thursday are
used, as these four weekdays typically posses similar traffic patterns which
are different from the rest days. An illustration of the intersection geometry
is shown in Figure 3.5, together with the ring-and-barrier diagram for traf-
fic signal in operation. Here, the investigation focused on EB through, WB
through, as well as SB through and left-turn traffic, corresponding to phase
1, 2 and 4. The NB approach is a single-lane road adjacent to the parking
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lot of a shopping plaza. At the NB approach, traffic from the driveways and
parking lots frequently affect vehicles traveling at the NB approach, resulting
in additional queues and vehicle-stops not caused by the traffic signal. Since
the stop and queuing information play key roles in the volume estimation,
the analysis for the NB traffic is excluded, considering the noises caused by
the traffics from the parking lots.
1
2
4
3
1
2
3 4
Figure 3.5: Illustration of investigated intersections
For each interested approach, trajectories of CVs were first processed as
time-space plots with time as the horizontal axis and distance to the stop
bar as the vertical axis. The trajectories are shown in Figure 3.6a. With
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the SCOOT adaptive signal system, at this intersection, the cycle length,
red and green duration all varied from cycle to cycle. To select a common
reference point in a signal cycle, we use the start of green as time 0 in the
plot for simplicity.
(a) Sample CV trajectories
(b) Time dependent factor for 11AM-12 PM period (left) and 6 PM-7 PM period
(right)
Figure 3.6: Illustration of CV trajectories (a) and time dependent factor (b)
for EB through movement
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The CV trajectories were aggregated according to different TOD periods
with 1-hour intervals across different days, to first calculate time-dependent
factors p(t). For different TOD periods, substantially different p(t) were ob-
served with two examples shown in Figure 3.6b. The differences in p(t) should
be due to differences in both traffic patterns and signal settings in the two
different TOD periods. Along with p(t), observation lists were also prepared
based on the CV trajectories. Finally, the EM procedure was implemented
for the estimation.
For validation purpose, hourly volumes were also manually collected for
two days, i.e., 04/25/16 and 04/26/16, from 11:00 AM to 7:00 PM. Using
the measured volumes, we calculated the penetration rates of CVs, shown in
Figure 3.7. Overall, the penetration rates ranged from 3% to 12%, varying
over the selected periods. The rates also varied substantially at different
approaches, with lower CV penetration rates at the EB and WB approach,
i.e., the main approaches, and higher rates at the SB approach, a minor ap-
proach. This variation could be due to that the SB approach connects to
residential areas close to the University of Michigan that have larger popu-
lation of participants of the SPMD project.
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Figure 3.7: CV penetration rates over time of day
The observed volumes were then used for comparing with the estimated
volumes, with results shown in Figure 3.8. To quantify the accuracy, we
calculated the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) for the estimation
based on the following formula, indicated as well in the figure.
MAPE = 1
N
N∑
i=1
|V olo,i − V ole,i|
V olo,i
(3.8)
Where V olo,i is the observed volume, and V ole,i is the estimated volume,
during i-th interval.
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(c) SB-Through and Left-Turn movement
Figure 3.8: Comparison between observed volume and estimated volume
using SPMD data
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As shown in the figure, the estimated volumes are generally close to the
observed volumes over different TOD periods. The MAPEs are 11.2%, 10.1%
and 12.3% for EB, WB and SB approach, respectively, indicating reasonable
accuracy of the proposed procedure. Among the 3 approaches, however, the
estimation for the SB approach performs the worst among all three phases,
despite the largest CV penetration rates. This is likely due to that the arrival
patterns are more stable at the EB and WB approaches with signal coordi-
nation, than that at the SB approach, i.e., a minor approach. Additionally,
with the lowest traffic volumes at the SB approach, the total number of ob-
served CV trajectories at the SB approach is similar to that at the EB and
WB approach, which could imply that the sample size also play an important
role rather than the penetration rate alone. Nonetheless, the results are still
encouraging, considering the overall low penetration rates mostly under 10%
in the investigated cases.
3.4.2 Case 2: Using Data from Users of a Navigation
Service
In the second case study, we utilized data collected from drivers using a
navigation service in the City of Shenzhen, China. The data were collected
on workdays between 06/13/2016 and 06/30/2016 on LongXiang Rd. The
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illustration of data sample is shown in Figure 3.9, in which the color indi-
cates vehicle speed. For the analysis, we focused on a selected approach at
an intersection and estimated traffic volumes using the proposed procedure.
The estimation was then validated using data from loop detectors for the ap-
proach. The selected approach and intersection are indicated with the purple
arrow and circle in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of GPS data from navigation service users
At the selected intersection, Intersection LongXiang Rd. & YiCui Rd.,
a sample set of the GPS trajectories between the adjacent upstream and
downstream intersections for the through movement is shown in Figure 3.10.
The time of each GPS data point was also converted to time within a signal
cycle.
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Figure 3.10: Trajectories of converted trajectory data from navigation user
For validation purposes, volume data were also obtained for the selected
approach from loop detectors on 07/12/2016. Based on the detector data,
we calculated the penetration rates of the navigation users for the through
movement. The results are shown in Figure 3.11. While the penetration rate
varied over time of day, generally, it stayed within the range of 0.5% to 2%.
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Figure 3.11: Penetration rates of navigation service users
The volume estimation results are shown in Figure 3.12. As we can see
in the figure, similar to Case Study 1, the estimated volumes are generally
close to the observed volumes. The MAPE of the estimation is 8.1% for the
selected approach. Intriguingly, the estimation errors in Case Study 2 are
even smaller than those in Case Study 1, despite lower penetration rates.
This would be mainly because that the traffic signal in Case Study 2 was in
a fixed-timed mode, while in Case Study 1 the signal was controlled by the
SCOOT adaptive control system. With the SCOOT system, the green start
and green end varies substantially from cycle to cycle. Due to such variation
in signal status, the cyclic profiles are less consistent than that with fixed-
timed signals. This inconsistency is difficult to be modeled by the time-
dependent Poisson process used in the proposed estimation methodology.
Therefore, Case Study 2 would likely yield better estimation results than
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Case Study 1. In addition, the selected road in the Case Study 2 is a larger
highway with 6 lanes for through movement than that in the Case Study 1
with 2 lanes. Although the penetration rate is lower in the Case Study 2, the
sample sizes of CV trajectories in the two case studies are at similar levels.
This may also contribute to the better estimation results observed in Case
Study 2.
Figure 3.12: Comparison between observed volume with estimated volume
using data from navigation users
To illustrate the use of the estimated volume data for assisting signal
operation, we repeated the same procedure for four other intersections along
the LongXiang Rd and generated a time-space diagram (TS-Diagram) based
on the estimated volumes with the time dependent factors. The TS-Diagram
is a convenient and popular tool for traffic engineers to evaluate performance
of signal coordination, and to fine-tune signal settings if necessary. The
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procedure to construct TS-Diagram is based on [35], and the result is shown
in Figure 3.13 for the LongXiang corridor with the 5 intersections for time
period 8 AM-9 AM.
Improvement 
Opportunities
YiCui Rd.
ChenGuang Rd.
RuYi Rd.
ShenTian Rd.
AiNan Rd.
Figure 3.13: Time-Space diagram for the tested segment
From Figure 3.13, it can be seen that, in general, the signals were coor-
dinated well with traffic traveling in free-flow speed for the most of the time.
However, for Intersection ShenTian Rd. & LongXiang Rd. and Intersection
YiCui Rd. & LongXiang Rd., vehicle delay exist and could potentially be re-
duced by adjusting offsets at these two intersections, indicating improvement
opportunities at these two intersections.
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3.5 Chapter Summary
With the rapid development of CV technology, paradigm shift may be brought
to the traffic signal systems. The data from CVs provide invaluable opportu-
nities to reduce or even eliminate the needs for conventional traffic detectors.
In the near future with low penetration rates, data from CVs could be partic-
ularly useful to generate offline performance measure for traffic signal systems
and adjust signal operation periodically, e.g., two weeks or a month. This
potential is especially beneficial for improving existing signal operation.
In this chapter, an innovative procedure is developed to estimate hourly
traffic volumes using data from CVs or trajectories data from navigation
devices. For existing traffic signals, the traffic volumes are the key inputs
to signal optimization, as well as to many other traffic engineering practices.
Considering that CV deployments are still in their early stages, the focus
of the proposed approach is to accommodate low CV penetration rates, for
instance, below 10% in the City of Ann Arbor, MI.
In the proposed approach, the vehicle arrival process is modeled as a
time dependent Poisson process and an EM procedure is derived for the
estimation. The estimation procedure is tested with two case studies us-
ing real-world CV data from the SPMD project and vehicle trajectory data
from navigation service users, respectively. Comparing with volume data
collected manually and data from loop detectors, reasonable accuracy of the
estimations was found. We believe that the proposed methodology would be
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an important building block of utilizing CV data for adjusting or re-timing
traffic signals.
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Chapter 4
Eco-driving Advisory with V2I
Information
4.1 Introduction
Energy consumption and Green House Gas (GHG) emission have been
a long-time concern for the transportation sector. According to [101], the
transportation sector consumed 28% of total energy usage and 67% of to-
tal petroleum usage in the US, second largest and largest among all sectors,
respectively. The high petroleum consumption also leads to large GHG emis-
sion, with 28.2% of GHG and 32.9% of CO2 emission in the US. There is
an urgent need to improve the performance of vehicular traffic in order to
reduce fuel consumption and GHG emission.
The impacts of driving speed on fuel consumption and emission have
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been long recognized [102, 103, 104]. For trips with same distance and travel
time, different speed profiles could result in substantially different fuel con-
sumption. It has be demonstrated that, even with simple speed advice, con-
siderable improvement of fuel economy can be achieved [105, 106]. In fact,
optimizing speed for improvement of fuel consumption is not a new concept
with early studies traced back to [107, 108, 109]. Recent developments also
include the incorporation of detailed engine model or terrain information into
the optimization process [110, 111, 112], and the consideration of dynamically
changing speed limits for fuel consumption minimization [113].
More recently, with the emerging CV technology, numerous studies have
been conducted to optimize speed of CVs based on traffic and signal sta-
tus information from RSEs at intersections. Rakha & Kamalanathsharma
developed an eco-driving framework by integrating VT-Micro with a vehi-
cle dynamics model [114]. Guan & Frey proposed a Dynamic Programming
(DP) based approach to obtain optimal speed and gear choices based on the
enumeration of possible vehicle arrival times at an intersection [115]. In [116],
impacts from the traffic signals are considered as arbitrary terminal costs in
the objective function to derive analytical solutions. Alsabaan et al. devel-
oped a simulation platform for the evaluation of eco-driving algorithms by
integrating the INTEGRATION traffic model, VT-Micro fuel consumption
and emission model , as well as a simple communication simulation model
[117]. He et al. also studied the echo-driving problem, with consideration
of the presence of vehicle queues. Li et al. also studied the fuel-optimal
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eco-departure problem for optimal acceleration after stopping at intersection
[118]. The problem was formulated as a nonlinear mixed-integer optimal con-
trol problem, considering both engine characteristics and gear transmission.
The approximated solution is obtained through Legendre pseudo-spectral
method.
Overall, research on optimizing driving speed with V2I information is in
its early stage. While many studies rely on Dynamic Programming (DP)
to solve the optimization problem for the purpose of evaluating vehicle per-
formance in a controlled testing environment, the heavy computation load
makes them difficult for on-board implementation. On the other hand, al-
though driving history and fuel consumption data can now be easily collected
with GPS units and On-board Diagnostics (OBD) scanners , such data are
seldom explored to optimize fuel consumption.
In this chapter, an efficient algorithm is proposed to generate optimal
speed profiles when driving through signalized intersections. Different from
the majority of the existing work, here, the heterogeneity of drivers are con-
sidered by mining the historical driving and fuel consumption data. The
historical data is utilized to calibrate parameters of the fuel consumption
model as well as to generate acceleration and deceleration bounds of the
driver. Therefore, the procedure could generate more personalized speed
advisories to individual drivers. To illustrate and evaluate the proposed pro-
cedure, a case study is conducted using real-world data collected from the
SPMD project, showing good potential of the proposed approach.
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4.2 Problem Formulation and Fuel Consump-
tion Model
4.2.1 Problem Formulation
The investigation scenario focuses on driving a CV through a signalized
road with intersections deployed with RSEs. It is assumed that a speed
advisory system is available on-board in the CV. The speed advisory system
includes 4 main components: 1. an OBD reader that is able to collect and
archive fuel consumption data from vehicle controller area network (CAN)
bus; 2. a DSRC device for communicating with the RSEs; 3. a processing
unit to analyze the historical driving data and traffic condition data at the
intersection from a RSE, and generate speed advisory; and 4. a display unit
for notifying the speed advisory to the driver. The traffic condition data
from the RSE mainly consist of information of signal and queue status at an
intersection, based on which the advisory system will determine the optimal
speed profile satisfying the boundary constraints. The boundary constraints
include the initial and the ending locations and speeds, as well as the travel
time in between. An illustration of the investigation scenario and boundary
constraints is shown in 4.1.
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Boundary Constraints
Optimized Trajectory
Original Trajectory
Figure 4.1: Investigation scenario and boundary point of vehicle approaching
the intersection
The objective is to minimize total fuel consumption for driving between
the two boundary points along the road, as:
min : J =
∫ T
0
Fe(v˙, v)dt (4.1)
Where Fe is the fuel consumption function, v is the vehicle speed, v˙ is
the vehicle acceleration/deceleration rate and T is the travel time between
the two boundary points.
With the vehicle position x, as the state variable, we have the dynamics:
x˙ = v (4.2)
The acceleration/deceleration rate is selected as the control variable, as:
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u = v˙ = x¨ (4.3)
The boundary constraints are:
x(0) = 0, x(T ) = xT , v(0) = v0, v(T ) = vT (4.4)
Where xT is the ending position, v0 is the starting speed, and vT is the
ending speed.
The acceleration/deceleration rate is also bounded as:
u ∈ [aL(v), aU(v)] (4.5)
Where aL(v) and aU(v) are the lower bound and upper bound of acceler-
ation/deceleration rate depending on speed, respectively.
4.2.2 Mining Historical Data
A sample of the historical driving data is shown in Figure 4.2, from the
SPMD project. In the project, historical data have been collected for each
participant during his/her daily driving. For instance, data in Figure 4.2
are from a participant driving a Ford Fusion, in which instantaneous fuel
consumption data can be accessed through CAN bus.
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Figure 4.2: Sample of historical data from the SPMD project
The historical data from the above selected driver are collected from Aug
2013 to Aug 2014, with around 1,439,000 data points archived. Using this
data, relationship between instantaneous fuel consumption rate with speed
and acceleration/deceleration rate can be constructed as a look-up table. The
result is shown in Figure 4.3. In the figure, the region for fuel consumption or
preferred acceleration/deceleration bounds shrink when the speed increases.
This is a reasonable trend, considering the limitations of vehicle performance,
and that drivers tend to decelerate/accelerate more frequently in lower speed
than higher speed. Additionally, to avoid speeding over limit, we modify the
acceleration to be 0 m/s2 when vehicle speed reaches a preset value, i.e.,
a speed limit. In our research, the speed limit is set as 27 m/s for urban
driving.
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(a) Fuel consumption map
(b) Acceleration & deceleration bounds
Figure 4.3: Profiles obtained from historical driving data
With the fuel consumption map, one approach is to employ DP for solv-
ing the optimal control problem. However, the DP based approach is too
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computationally expensive to be used for real-time applications. Therefore,
instead of using DP with the look-up table, we utilize an approximated fuel
consumption model so that an analytical solution can be derived.
4.2.3 A Simplified Fuel Consumption Model and Pa-
rameter Calibration
Here, the model proposed by [119] is adopted as the simplified fuel con-
sumption model. The model estimates instantaneous fuel consumption rate
Fe based on vehicle speed v and acceleration/deceleration rate v˙. There are
totally 3 terms, the first term accounting for idling cost, the second term
for costs related with requested power output, and third term for penalty of
excessive acceleration. The model is expressed as follows:
Fe(v, v˙) = α + max{c1v + c2v3 + c3vv˙), 0}+ c4vv˙2|v˙≥0dt (4.6)
Where α, c1, c2, c3 and c4 are the model parameters that need to be
calibrated using the historical data by minimizing root mean square error
(RMSE). Let β = {α, c1, c2, c3, c4}, we aim at finding, β∗ that:
β∗ = arg min
β
√
1
N
∑[
F (v, v˙|β)− F˜ (v, v˙|β)
]2
(4.7)
Where F˜ (v, v˙|β) is the observed fuel consumption rate, and N is the total
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number of fuel consumption data points.
Since the fuel consumption model is piece-wise continuous, we can re-
arrange the model and estimate parameters, similarly to the form of the
piece-wise linear regression.
Fe(v, v˙) = α+c1
(
v + c2
c1
v3 + c3
c1
vv˙
)
×I
(
v˙ > −c1
c3
− c2
c3
v2
)
+c4v˙2v×I(v˙ > 0)
(4.8)
To minimize the objective function, we enumerate c2
c1
and c3
c1
. With a
given c2
c1
and c3
c1
, the rest of parameters can be fitted with linear regression.
The illustration of the RMSE depending on c2
c1
and c3
c1
is shown in Figure 4.4.
The calibrated parameters are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of RMSE for parameter calibration
Calibrated Value
α 0.4757 ml/s
c1 0.0976 ml/m
c2 0.0410 ml ∗ s2/m3
c3 5.8547 ∗ 10−6 ml ∗ s2/m2
c4 0.0165 ml ∗ s4/m3
Table 4.1: Calibrated parameters
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4.3 Solving Optimal Control Problem with
PMP
With the simplified fuel consumption model, we then solve the optimal
control problem using PMP [120]. With the terminal constraints, we can
rearrange the objective as:
max J =
∫ T
0
−α−max{c1v + c2v3 + c3vv˙), 0} − c4vv˙2|v˙≥0dt
∝
∫ T
0
−max{c2v3, −c1v − c3vv˙} − c4vv˙2|v˙≥0dt
To solve the problem, we first define Hamiltonian as:
H(u) = −max{c2v3, −c1v − c3vv˙} − c4vu2|u≥0 + λ1v + λ2u (4.9)
Where λ1, λ2 are the co-states.
Depending on the co-state λ2 and speed v, H(u) is a piece-wise continuous
function of u with 3 regions, with two break points as:
u = ac = −c2v
2 + c1
c3
, and u = 0
Where ac is the deceleration rate when the vehicle decelerates using rolling
resistance and aerodynamic force without brakes activated.
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The Hamiltonian can be expressed as:
H(u) =

c1v + c3vu+ λ1v + λ2u, u < uc
−c2v3 + λ1v + λ2u, uc ≤ u < 0
−c2v3 − c4vu2 + λ1v + λ2u, u ≥ 0
(4.10)
The optimal control u∗needs to satisfy following conditions:
u∗ = arg max
u
H(u) (4.11)
λ˙1 = −∂H
∂x
= 0 (4.12)
λ˙2 = −∂H
∂v
= ∂
∂v
max{c2v3, −c1v − c3vu}+ c4u2|v˙≥0 − λ1 (4.13)
Depending on λ2, six cases need to be consider for calculating the optimal
control, u∗.
1. If λ2 > 0, λ2 > 2c4vaU
u∗ = aU (4.14)
λ˙2 = 3c2v2 + c4u2 − λ1 (4.15)
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2. λ2 > 0, λ2 < 2c4vaU
u∗ = λ22c4v
(4.16)
λ˙2 = 3c2v2 + c4u2 − λ1 (4.17)
3. λ2 = 0
u ∈ [ac, 0] (4.18)
λ˙2 = −∂H
∂v
= 3c2v2 − λ1 (4.19)
In this state, if we have λ1 = c1 + 3c2v2, then we can select u = 0 for
cruising state. Otherwise, this is only a transient state.
4. λ2 < 0, λ2 + c3v > 0
u = ac = −c2v
2 + c1
c3
(4.20)
Here, a jump exists for Hy, due to the piece-wise linearity of the function
at ac. We will use the right-side derivative as the approximation of Hy at
this point.
λ˙2 = −∂H
∂v
= 3c2v2 − λ1 (4.21)
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5. λ2 < 0, λ2 + c3v = 0
u ∈ (aL, ac] (4.22)
λ˙2 = −c1 − c3u− λ1 (4.23)
6. λ2 < 0, λ2 + c3v < 0
u = aL (4.24)
λ˙2 = −c1 − c3u− λ1 (4.25)
Based on these conditions, we can then construct four types of speed
profiles associated with different boundary conditions.
Type 1. Acceleration-then-Deceleration speed profile
In this profile, the vehicle will start from accelerating, and end with de-
celerating. The illustration of Type 1 profile is shown in Figure 4.5. In this
profile, the co-state λ2 will decrease from an initial positive value, with vehi-
cle accelerating. Then, after λ2 reaches 0, the vehicle will go to a switching
point when it reaches a critical speed vc, and starts to decelerate. Afterwards,
λ2 will remain negative till the end of the trip. For this type of profile, we
need to ensure that λ1 > 3c2v2c . Otherwise, if λ1 < 3c2v2c , the co-state λ2 will
remain positive, instead of decreasing to 0. If λ1 = 3c2v2c , the vehicle will
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approach the switching point indefinitely, as: λ˙2 → 0, u→ 0 with t→ +∞.
With λ1 > 3c2v2c , after the switching point, we have λ˙2 = 3c2v2 − λ1, which
will remain negative so that the vehicle will remain decelerating.
-c1-c3u-λ1 
3c2v
2+c4u
2-λ1 
u=max{-(c2v
2+c1)/c3,al}
u=min{λ2/2c4v,aU}
t
t
v
λ2
3c2v
2-λ1 
vc
c3v 
u=al
Figure 4.5: Acceleration-then-Deceleration speed profile
To find a Type 1 profile that satisfies the boundary conditions, the key is
to find correct co-state λ1and the switching speed vc. The general idea is that,
given a vc and λ1, one can construct the trajectory from the switching speed
to starting speed in a backward fashion, and trajectory from switching speed
to ending speed in a forward fashion. For a given vc, we can enumerate λ1 to
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satisfy time constraint. Then, vc can be enumerated to satisfy the distance
constraint. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1 Searching for Type 1 Profile
1: vc = vT , δv > 0, δλ > 0
2: loop
3: λ1 = 3c2v2c + δλ
4: loop
5: Construct acceleration portion from vc to v0, calculate T1, x1
6: Construct acceleration portion from vc to vT , calculate T2, x2
7: if T1 + T2 ≤ T then
8: break
9: else
10: λ1 = λ1 + δλ
11: end if
12: end loop
13: if vc == max {v0, vT} and x1 + x2 > xT then
14: break; . optimal profile is not Type 1 profile
15: end if
16: if x1 + x2 > xT then
17: break; . find optimal Type 1 profile
18: end if
19: end loop
Type 2. Acceleration only speed profile
In the second type of profile, the vehicle will accelerate throughout the
whole trip. The illustration of acceleration only profile is shown in Figure
4.6. At the beginning, the co-state λ2 will decrease from an initial positive
value. However, instead of reaching 0, λ2 will remain positive and start
increasing after reaching a switching point. Correspondingly, the vehicle will
keep accelerating throughout the trip. Note that in this profile, the switching
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point is referred to the point where λ2 switches from decreasing to increasing.
At the switching point, we have:
λ˙2 = 3c2v2c+c4
[
min{λ2(tc)2c4vc , aU}
]2
−λ1 = 0→ λ1 = 3c2v2c+c4
[
min{λ2(tc)2c4vc , aU}
]2
3c2v
2+c4u
2-λ1 
u=min{λ2/2c4v,aU}
t
t
v
λ2
vc
3c2vc
2+c4u
2-λ1 =0
tc
Figure 4.6: Acceleration only speed profile
To find a Type 2 profile that satisfies boundary conditions, the key is to
find vc and λ2(tc) (and hence λ1), at the switching point. Similarly to finding
a Type 1 profile, given vc, λ2(tc), λ1, we can construct the speed profile
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from switching point to the two ends. For a given vc, we will enumerate
λ2(tc) (equivalently λ1), to satisfy travel time constraint. Then, vc will be
enumerated to satisfy the distance constraint. The detailed algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 4.2.
Algorithm 4.2 Searching for Type 2 Profile
1: vc = vT , δv > 0, δλ > 0, vT > v0
2: loop
3: λ2(tc) = δλ
4: λ1 = 3c2v2c + c4 min {λ2(tc)2c4vc , aU}
5: loop
6: Construct acceleration portion from vc to v0, calculate T1, x1
7: Construct deceleration portion from vc to vT , calculate T2, x2
8: if T1 + T2 ≤ T then
9: break;
10: else
11: λ2(tc) = λ2(tc) + δλ
12: λ1 = 3c2v2c + c4 min {λ2(tc)2c4vc , aU}
13: end if
14: end loop
15: if x1 + x2 <= xT then
16: break; . find optimal Type 2 profile
17: else
18: vc = vc − δv
19: end if
20: if vc < v0 then
21: break . optimal profile is not Type 2 profile
22: end if
23: end loop
Type 3. Deceleration only speed profile
In the third type of profile, the vehicle will start from decelerating, then
cruise, and finally end with decelerating. The illustration is shown in Figure
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4.7. The vehicle starts from driving with a high speed, and an initial co-state
λ2 within the range of (−c3vc, 0). Depending on λ1, we have two possibilities:
1. if λ1 = c1 +3c2v2c , we have a cruising period, with u = 0, λ˙2 = 0 ; and 2. if
λ1 > c1 +3c2v2c , in other words, λ2 remains negative when λ˙2 = 0, the vehicle
will remain decelerating without cruising through out the trip. For profile
without cruising period, we refer the point where λ2 switches from increasing
to decreasing as the switching point. For profile with cruising period, we
have a switching segment with vehicle cruising, instead of a switching point.
-c1-c3u-λ1 
λ1 =c1+3c2v
2
aL
u=max{-(c2v
2+c1)/c3,aL}
t
t
v
λ2
u=-(c2v
2+c1)/c3
3c2v
2-λ1 3c2v
2-λ1
-c3vc
vc
Figure 4.7: Deceleration only speed profile
To find a Type 3 profile, we apply a similar procedure. Given vc and
λ1, we can construct the profile from the switching point or segment to the
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two ends. Then, λ1 is iterated to satisfy travel time constraint for a given vc.
Then, the vc is iterated to satisfy distance constraint. The detailed algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 4.3.
Algorithm 4.3 Searching for Type 3 Profile
1: vc = v0, δv > 0, δλ > 0, v0 > vT
2: loop
3: λ1 = 3c2v2c
4: loop
5: Construct dcceleration portion from vc to v0, calculate T1, x1
6: Construct dcceleration portion from vc to vT , calculate T2, x2
7: if T1 + T2 ≤ T then
8: break
9: else
10: λ1 = λ1 + δλ
11: end if
12: end loop
13: if λ1 == 3c2v2c and x1 + x2 + (T − T1 − T2)vc < xT then
14: break; . find optimal Type 3 profile w/ cruising
15: else if x1 + x2 < xT then
16: break; . find optimal Type 3 profile w/o cruising
17: else
18: vc = vc − δv;
19: end if
20: if vc < vT then
21: break; . optimal profile is not a Type 3 profile
22: end if
23: end loop
Type 4. Deceleration-then-Acceleration speed profile
In this profile, the vehicle will start from decelerating, then end with
accelerating. The illustration is shown in Figure 4.8. Similar to Type 3
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profile, the vehicle also starts with a high speed, and a negative initial co-
state λ2 . In this case, we have λ1 < c1 + 3c2v2c , in other words, λ˙2 > 0 when
λ2 reaches 0. Then, the vehicle will enter acceleration state till the end of the
trip. If λ1 < −c1, it is possible that at the beginning, the vehicle decelerates
with brake activated, but then decelerates with brake deactivated. This is
because that as λ˙2 + c3v˙ = −c1 − λ1 > 0, it is possible λ2 + c3v could switch
sign, instead of remaining negative. This case is also shown in the right part
of Figure 4.8.
-c3vc
3c2v
2+c4u
2-λ1 
u=max{-(c2v
2+c1)/c3,aL}
u=min{λ2/2c4v,aU}
t
t
v
λ2
3c2v
2-λ1 
vc
(a) Starting with brakes off
c3vc
-c1-c3u-λ1 
3c2v
2+c4u
2-λ1 
u=max{-(c2v
2+c1)/c3,aL}
aL
u=min{λ2/2c4v,aU}
t
t
v
λ2
3c2v
2-λ1 
vc
(b) Starting with brakes on
Figure 4.8: Deceleration-then-Acceleration speed profile, starting with brakes
off (A) and starting with brakes on (B)
To find a type 4 profile, similarly, given vc and λ1, we can construct the
profile from the switching point to the two ends. Then, λ1 is iterated to
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satisfy time constraint for a given vc, and vc is iterated to satisfy distance
constraint. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.4.
Algorithm 4.4 Searching for Type 4 Profile
1: vc = min v0, vT , δv > 0, δλ > 0
2: loop
3: λ1 = 3c2v2c − δλ
4: loop
5: Construct deceleration portion from vc to v0, calculate T1, x1
6: Construct acceleration portion from vc to vT , calculate T2, x2
7: if T1 + T2 ≤ T then
8: break
9: else
10: λ1 = λ1 − δλ
11: end if
12: end loop
13: if x1 + x2 < xT then
14: break; . find optimal type 4 profile
15: else
16: vc = vc − δv
17: end if
18: end loop
Overall Procedure
The flowchart for overall procedure is also shown in Figure 4.9. Es-
sentially, the procedure will start with searching Type 1 profile, by setting
vc = min{v0, vT}, and iterating λ1. If the distance of the profile is smaller
than total travel distance, the optimal profile will be a Type 1 profile, and
we will increase vc. Otherwise, if v0 < vT , we will try Type 2 profile, and
enumerate vc from vT to v0, to check if the distance constraint is satisfied. If
v0 > vT , we will try Type 3 profile, and iterate vc from v0 to vT . If neither
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Type 2 or Type 3 profile could satisfy the distance constraint, the optimal
profile will then be a Type 4 profile. We will then reduce vc from min{v0, vT}
to 0, until the distance constraint is satisfied.
Iterate Type 2 
profile
advisory X >XT
&&
vc==max(v0,vT)
?
v0>vT?
Start
Boundary 
Conditions
Iterate Type 2 
profile
Iterate Type 3 
profile
Iterate type 4 
profile
Stop
vc=vT
vc=max(v0,vT)
vc=v0
vc=vc-dv
vc=vc-dv
vc=min(v0,vT)
vc<vT?
vc<v0?
vc=vc-dv advisory X < XT
advisory X < XT
advisory X >XT
advisory X < XT
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
vc=vc+dv
No Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Type 1 Profile
Type 2 Profile Type 3 Profile
Type 4 Profile
Figure 4.9: Overall procedure to generate optimal speed profile
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4.4 Case Study
To evaluate the potential of the proposed procedure, a case study is con-
ducted using data from SPMD project. A driver is selected from the SPMD
project, and parts of his/her trajectories driving along a signalized road with
3 intersections are retrieved for analysis. The selected road is illustrated in
Figure 4.10
Travel Direction
Figure 4.10: Illustration of the selected signalized road
Overall, 132 trips from the driver are selected for evaluation. The trajec-
tories of the driver driving on the road are shown in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11: Illustration of vehicle trajectories on the selected road
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For the driver approaching an intersection, boundary constraints need to
be established to generate the speed advisory. The illustration of selecting
boundary conditions is shown in Figure 4.1. The selection of the boundary
condition is for the consideration that the optimized speed advisory will
not compromise the driver’s travel time budget while maintaining vehicle’s
physical position constrained by the queue in front. For each trajectory, the
boundary points are first extracted, for vehicle driving through the selected
segment. Then, the optimal trajectory is calculated for each part of the
trajectories between two boundary points. The fuel consumption is then
calculated using the look-up table, which would be more accurate than the
analytical model.
To better illustrate the optimization, an example with comparison be-
tween the original trajectory and optimized trajectory is shown in Figure
4.12. As shown in the figure, the optimization intends to smooth the overall
trajectory for better fuel economy. Also, note that no abrupt rate change
exists during deceleration between two boundary points. This would sug-
gest that the optimization intends to minimize or eliminate the activation of
brake, but relies on rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag for decelerating.
For this particular case, the fuel economy for the optimized trajectory is 26.61
MPG, and 24.12 MPG for the original trajectory, with 10.3% improvement
from the optimization.
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(a) Time-Speed Plot
(b) Time-Distance Plot
Figure 4.12: Illustration of optimization by comparing optimized trajectory
and original trajectory
The results for the optimized and original trajectories are listed in Figure
4.13, and also summarized in Table 4.2. As can be seen in the figure, the ma-
jority of the optimized trajectories outperform the original trajectories with
better fuel economy. Notice that a few cases exist in which the optimization
slightly under-perform the original trajectories. This is mainly due to the
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difference between the analytical model with the look-up table. On average,
the speed advisory improves the fuel economy by 10.5%, with 27.36 MPG
for the optimized trajectories over 24.77 MPG for the original trajectories.
Figure 4.13: Fuel economy comparison between original and optimized tra-
jectories
Original Traj. Optimized Traj. Improvement
Average Fuel Economy (MPG) 24.77 27.36 10.5%
Table 4.2: Fuel economy for optimized and original trajectories
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we propose a new approach to generate speed advi-
sory for CV driving on signalized road for improving fuel economy. The
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approach first analyzes historical driving data to generate personalized ac-
celeration/deceleration bounds, as well as to calibrate parameters of the fuel
consumption model. Then, an efficient algorithm is derived based on PMP
to solve the optimal control problem.
To evaluate the proposed procedure, a case study is conducted using data
from the SPMD project, focusing on a driver driving on a signal road with
3 intersections. Based on the case study, on average, the optimized speed
advisory could improve the fuel economy by 10.5% from original trajectories
without any advisories. The results indicate encouraging fuel-saving poten-
tial of the speed advisory system using V2I information.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future
Research
5.1 Research Summary
The advents of CV technology are revolutionizing the transportation system.
V2V and V2I communication not only provides opportunities to improve
safety performance of vehicles, but also introduces significant potential to
improve mobility and energy efficiency of the transportation system. With
the focus on facilitating development and deployment of V2I systems at sig-
nalized intersections, this dissertation develops three innovative CV applica-
tions: 1. Automatic intersection map generation; 2. Traffic volume estima-
tion; and 3. Eco-driving advisory with V2I information. Through analysis of
real-world CV data collected in the SPMD project, encouraging results have
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been obtained. Together, these three applications aim to leverage CV data
for efficient and effective management of traffic signal systems.
Intersection Map Generation
In the first application, we developed a new approach to automatically gen-
erate intersection map using BSMs received by the RSEs. The proposed ap-
proach consists of three steps to estimate intersection map information: the
pre-processing step to clean and categorize the BSM data, the estimation
step to estimate approach and lane geometries, and the post-processing step
to reorganize lane geometries. We applied the proposed approach to estimate
map for five selected intersections from the SPMD project. The estimated
maps were then compared with surveyed maps obtained from highly accurate
LiDAR surveys, for the accuracy evaluation of the proposed approach.
Overall, encouraging results were obtained, albeit with some limitations.
Using 1-month BSM data collected at each of the intersections, the estima-
tion approach correctly identified most of the intersection structure regarding
number of lanes for different movements. For the identified lanes, the accu-
racy of estimated lane geometries is 0.6 m on average, with the accuracy
of the majority (90%) of the estimation within 1.2 m. Considering the ro-
bustness of the estimation, the accuracy of the worst estimations is 1.3 m
on average, with majority (90%) within 2.2 m. The accuracy on average
is well below the typical lane width of 3.6 m, while the worst estimations
within each lane geometry are also with reasonable accuracy. Overall, the
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evaluation would indicate the potential of using the estimated map for CV
applications.
In addition to map estimation, we also investigated the feasibility of auto-
matic SPaT-MAP association, i.e., associating vehicle movements with traffic
signal phases, using signal status data and BSM data. A simple-yet-effective
procedure was developed to estimate the association through matching vehi-
cle departures with traffic signal status. A case study was conducted using
data from one of the five intersections. In the case study, the proposed proce-
dure was able to correctly associate vehicle movements to all applicable signal
phases, validating the applicability of automatic SPaT-MAP association.
Overall, this application demonstrates the feasibility and potential of us-
ing CV data and signal status data to generate intersection map and lane-
phase mapping automatically. The proposed procedure could be useful for
deploying and maintaining V2I system at intersections in the near future.
Traffic Volume Estimation at Signalized Intersections
In the second application, we developed an innovative procedure to estimate
traffic arrivals, particularly, traffic volumes, using data from the CVs. For
traditional traffic signals, traffic volumes are the key inputs for optimizing
signal settings. Considering CV deployments are still in their early stages,
the focus of the proposed approach is to accommodate cases with low CV
penetrations, for instance, 3% in the City of Ann Arbor, MI.
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In our estimation algorithm, the traffic arrivals were modeled as a time
dependent Poisson process and CV arrivals were treated as observations of
the process. Then, an EM procedure was derived to estimate traffic volume, a
key parameter of the process. To overcome the limitation of low CV penetra-
tion rates, it is proposed to aggregate historical CV data according to TOD
periods. The proposed procedure was then evaluated with two case studies
with real-world CV data, as well as GPS data from users of a navigation
service.
In the first case study using CV data, the estimation yielded 10.1% to
12.3% MAPE, based on volume data collected manually from the field. In
the second case study using GPS data from users of a navigation service, the
estimation yielded 8.08% MAPE, based on volume data from loop detectors.
Moreover, to illustrate the process of utilizing the estimation for traffic sig-
nal evaluation, the estimated data were utilized to generate TS-Diagram to
evaluate the coordination qualities of traffic signals on an arterial road.
With this application, it is demonstrated that data from CVs with low
penetrations can be utilized to generate performance measure for traffic signal
system and adjust signal operation periodically, e.g., two weeks or a month,
indicating great potential of CV data in assisting operation of existing traffic
signals.
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Eco-driving Advisory Generation with V2I Information
In the last application, an efficient procedure was developed to generate speed
advisory for driving on signalized road based on traffic information from
RSEs. In the proposed approach, historical driving data were first analyzed
to obtain preferable acceleration and deceleration bounds, and to calibrate
parameters for fuel consumption model. Then, an efficient algorithm was
derived based on PMP to solved the optimal control problem for driving
through signalized intersections with V2I information.
To evaluate the potential of the proposed system, a case study was con-
ducted using data collected from the SPMD project. We selected a random
driver and retrieved a part of his/her driving trajectories traveling through
a signal road with 3 intersections. The trajectories were then optimized as-
suming that V2I information were available to the driver. On average, the
optimized speed advisory improves the fuel economy by 10.5% from non-
optimized driving, indicating encouraging potential of the speed advisory
system.
5.2 Future Research
Several directions can be pursued for future research.
For intersection map generation, while the presented approach focuses on
generating static maps using considerable amount of data (1-month data), in
reality, the road networks are frequently affected by temporary changes such
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as lane closures or geometry modifications due to constructions or traffic inci-
dents. It would be interesting to investigate the feasibility of using CV data
to identify dynamic changes of maps. This dynamic information could be
extremely beneficial for real-time routing or driving assistance applications.
For the volume estimation application, the presented work is but the
first step of exploring CV or trajectories data from navigation devices for
assisting traffic signal operation and it can be extended in several directions.
First, the proposed estimation is sensitive to interrupted traffic from adjacent
parking lots or driveways which introduce significant noises to the vehicle
trajectories. Thus, the proposed algorithm is mostly suitable for estimation
at signalized intersections where no sink or source of traffic exists nearby the
stop bar. Also, due to the assumption that no residual queue exists at start of
signal cycles, the proposed approach is not suitable for estimation with over-
saturated traffic conditions. We intend to address these limitations in our
future work. Lastly, while the current focus is on estimating traffic arrival
information, developing systematic approaches for traffic signal re-timing,
regarding offsets, green splits, and cycle lengths as well as TOD schedules
will be, another focus of our future work.
Another focus of our future research will be on jointly optimizing traf-
fic signal operation and driving speeds of CVs. Currently, even though V2I
communication enables information exchange between vehicles and infras-
tructure, the two systems are being operated separately. How to operate the
two systems together as a holistic system to achieve their highest efficiency
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could be another important direction for future research.
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